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1.2 Left: T1-weighted anatomical brain images acquired with a spoiled-gradient-recall (SPGR)
sequence. Right: Corresponding functional images acquired with a GRE sequence (matrix
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frontal and temporal brain regions proximal to the air cavities, signals are lost due to mag-
netic susceptibility difference between air and tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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1.4 60-ms RF and gradient (Gx, Gy, Gz) waveforms in the original 3DTRF method by Stenger
et al., for a 2-cm slice with “excitation sidelobes” 10 cm apart. The pulse needs to be
lengthened by multiple folds for thinner slices and sidelobes outside of the head. (Adopted
from Ref. [46], Copyright 2000, reprinted with permission of Wiley-Liss inc, a subsidiary
of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1.5 Brain images acquired with a sinc pulse with (a) 5-ms TE and (b) 32-ms TE (2-cm-thick
slice). Arrow indicates region of signal loss above the sinus cavity. Images in (c)-(f)
were taken with the same parameters as in (b), but with 3DTRF pulses instead of sinc
pulse. (c): Through-plane phase pre-compensation was wrongly placed at center of brain,
leading to wider signal loss (arrow). (d): After the pre-compensation region was moved to
the anterior brain, signals were partially recovered (arrow). (e)-(f): Through-plane phase
variation was increased (by factors of 2 and 3) compared to in (d), providing even better
recovery (arrow). (Adopted from Ref. [46], Copyright 2000, reprinted with permission of
Wiley-Liss inc, a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
2.1 Illustration of k-space analysis of spatially selective excitation. a: gradient waveforms
that constitute a 2D “spiral-out” k-space trajectory, and the complex RF pulse designed to
excite a small disc at the center of space. b: These waveforms form an outward spiral in
excitation k-space, depositing energy along its way. c: Bloch simulated excitation pattern.
It can be very accurately approximated by the Fourier transform of the deposition in k-space. 21
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2.2 Illustration of k-space analysis of SPSP selective excitation. a: z gradient and RF wave-
forms of a 2D fat-suppressing slice-select SPSP pulse. b: As time elapses, a zigzag tra-
jectory is traced out in the joint SPSP k-space. The RF pulse, after sampling density
correction, deposites energy along its way. c: Bloch simulated SPSP excitation pattern. It
can be accurately approximated by the Fourier transform of the k-space deposition. . . . . 25
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Co-chairs: Douglas C. Noll, Jeffrey A. Fessler
In blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) using T ∗2 contrast, images suffer from loss of signals at brain regions close to
the air-filled cavities in the human head. The artifact arises from magnetic field distortion
caused by the magnetic susceptibility difference between air and brain tissues, and ham-
pers functional studies of important brain regions such as the orbito-frontal cortex. In this
research project, I investigate two methods of designing radio-frequency (RF) pulses that
can recover the signal loss. In addition to slice selective excitation, both pulse designs
“precompensate” the through-plane dephasing that occurs between excitation and data ac-
quisition. One method uses three-dimensional selective excitation to achieve these goals.
The other method uses spectral-spatial selective excitation, and relies on the assumption
that through-plane field gradient is spatially correlated with field offset. All these so-
phisticated pulses are numerically designed using the iterative conjugate gradient method.
To facilitate those design methods, I also propose new techniques applicable to general
pulse designs, such as frameworks for pulse computation acceleration and joint design
xiv
of excitation k-space trajectory and RF pulse. With phantom and human experiments, I





This research project is an attempt to solve a notorious image artifact problem in func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) – signal loss observed in images of the inferior
brain close to the air-filled cavities in the human head. There are various stages in the
magnetic resonance (MR) image acquisition process at which the problem can be tackled.
In particular, we focus on the magnetization excitation stage, which is essential before
magnetization can be manipulated and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals can
be detected. We try to answer the following questions: How can we design the RF pulse
waveform, such that while it achieves basic magnetization excitation, it can also counteract
the signal loss mechanism, and hence recover signal loss? How effective are the sophis-
ticated pulse designs? What are their limitations? What is the cost involved (in terms of
pulse computational time, for example) in achieving signal recovery? In answering these
questions, we can evaluate the feasibility of actually implementing those designs in rou-
tine fMRI studies. In this thesis, I am going to explore two major pulse design approaches
that hold great promise for signal recovery. To facilitate those pulse designs, I also pos-
tulate new pulse design techniques that can be generally applied to other MR excitation
applications. At the end, I will try to answers those questions.
Let us begin the journey with some background of fMRI, and the mechanisms of how
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its image contrast and artifacts arise.
1.1 Functional magnetic resonance imaging
FMRI refers to the technique of acquiring a time series of MR images that capture the
indirect effects of neuronal activities on local cell metabolism, blood volume, flow, or oxy-
genation. Along with high-resolution anatomical brain images, functional images allow
localization of brain functions that evolve over the duration of an experimental paradigm.
Such capability of functional localization has proven to be invaluable to researchers in
neuroscience, psychology, psychiatry, and beyond. Potentially, fMRI can also be applied
clinically for patient diagnosis [1].
1.2 T ∗2 -weighted BOLD fMRI
There are many contrast mechanisms for fMRI. Among them, T ∗2 -weighted, blood-
oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) image contrast has by far been the most popular
since its inception in the early 90’s [2]. Neuronal activities, such as action potential gener-
ation and neurotransmitter release, initiates complex interactions among local blood flow,
blood volume, and oxygenation level [3–5]. The process through which neuronal activ-
ity triggers such interaction is not fully understood [6]. However, we know that the net
effect of the interaction is a decrease in regional deoxyhemoglobin concentration, which
has been attributed to an increase in cerebral blood flow that exceeds oxygen consump-
tion [1]. This phenomenon causes an increase in regional blood oxygenation level, which
manifests as increase in blood’s T ∗2 value, one of the MR signal decay time constants.
Therefore, T ∗2 image contrast can be used to infer neuronal activities, although not without
uncertainties [6].
The relationship between blood oxygenation and T ∗2 relaxation can be explained by
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the physical phenomenon of magnetic susceptibility. Magnetic susceptibility underlies
BOLD image contrast, but at the same time, it is the culprit for various kinds of artifacts
in functional images.
1.2.1 Susceptibility-induced BOLD contrast
The degree to which a material magnetizes in the presence of an external magnetic
field is quantified by its magnetic susceptibility. In an applied external field (H0), the field
within a material (B0) is given by
B0 = µ(1 + χ)H0,(1.1)
where µ is the permeability of free space and χ is the magnetic susceptibility of the ma-
terial. The value of magnetic susceptibility can be positive or negative (paramagnetic or
diamagnetic, respectively). Based on Eq. 1.1, if placed in an uniform external field, a
paramagnetic object “reinforces” the applied field, and hence the field strength within the
object is higher than that applied. In contrast, a diamagnetic object “opposes” the field and
hence inside the object the field is weaker than applied. The magnetic field is distorted
because of such variation of field strength from inside to outside of the object, particularly
at the interfaces of susceptibility differences.
Blood plasma has susceptibility value close to 0, deoxyhemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) is
strongly paramagnetic, while oxyhemoglobin (oxy-Hb) is slightly diamagnetic. There-
fore, when blood is placed in a uniform magnetic field, red blood cells containing deoxy-
Hb create more severe field distortion than those containing oxy-Hb do. Hence, local field




states that the angular frequency of magnetic spin precession (ω) is proportional to the
magnetic field strength (B0) by the gyromagnetic ratio (γ). In the presence of field in-
homogeneity, excited spins precess at slightly different frequencies. It leads to spatial
dispersal of the phase of spins and contributes to T ∗2 relaxation. Therefore, neuronal activ-
ity leads to rise in local blood oxygenation level, which improves local field homogeneity,
finally resulting in slower T ∗2 relaxation (higher T
∗
2 value).
Because of this causal relationship, fast pulse sequences that are T ∗2 -sensitive can be
used to detect blood oxygenation changes over time, which indicate neuronal activities.
Gradient-echo (GRE) echo-planar imaging (EPI) [7] or spiral [8] sequences are typically
used. With relatively long data readout, these sequences acquire a vast amount of k-space
data in each repetition time (TR), providing high temporal resolution for capturing oxy-
genation dynamics. To maximize T ∗2 contrast in the images, the echo time (TE) used in the
sequences should be set to the average T ∗2 value of tissue [9]. At 3 T, for example, TE is
commonly set to 30-50 ms, which is much longer than the typical values in other imaging
methods. Also, high main field strength is preferable because of the resulting gain in T ∗2
sensitivity [10–12]. Change in blood oxygenation level leads to a larger change in T ∗2 if
the main field is stronger, and thus results in larger contrast-to-noise ratio.
1.2.2 Susceptibility-induced image artifacts
At relatively high field, GRE EPI and spiral sequences with long readout and TE pro-
vide good susceptibility-induced T ∗2 contrast and good temporal resolution. However,
such sequences also lead to acquired images that are vulnerable to susceptibility-induced
artifacts. The primary artifact origin is the bulk magnetic susceptibility (BMS) differ-
ence between brain structures and air cavities in the head, which leads to macroscopic,
morphology-based main field inhomogeneity (Fig. 1.1). Because of the Larmor relation-
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ship (Eq. 1.2), field inhomogeneity leads to spatially-variant resonance frequency shifts,
or “off resonance”, throughout the head. BMS-induced off resonance lead to various kinds
of image artifacts, plaguing brain regions such as the orbital frontal and inferior temporal
cortices, which reside close to the air-filled sinuses and mastoid air cells (middle ears) [13].
Figure 1.1: Computer model of the human head in front view (a) and side view (b). It shows the frontal sinus
(magenta), sphenoid sinus (yellow), maxillary sinuses (green), mastoid air cells (blue), the nasal
and oral cavities, as well as the trachea (yellow). Image acquired at the indicated slice location
is susceptible to signal loss artifacts. (Adopted from Ref. [14], Copyright 1996, reprinted with
permission of Wiley-Liss Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
Geometric distortion (EPI) or blurring (spiral)
One category of image artifacts caused by BMS-induced off resonance originates from
phase errors during k-space data readout. Resonance frequency offsets lead to extra revo-
lution of magnetization spins, creating phase errors that accumulate throughout the entire
readout. With conventional reconstruction methods, images from such contaminated data
are geometrically distorted in case of EPI, or blurred in case of spiral imaging. These ar-
tifacts are particularly prominent in functional images acquired with long readout (hence
longer phase accumulation) and high field strength (hence faster phase accumulation).
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They compromise images of brain regions proximal to air cavities, where the main field is
highly distorted. Fortunately, they are highly corrigible in the image reconstruction pro-
cess (for example, [15–17]). In this work, we do not aim to correct for this category of
artifacts, and therefore will not elaborate further.
Signal loss
Signal loss artifact is also common in functional images, because of the long TE values
necessary for T ∗2 contrast. The major culprit of signal loss is BMS-induced intravoxel
field inhomogeneity, which results in intravoxal spin dephasing. If some spins within a
voxel volume are in a higher field than the others and hence precess faster, then, during
TE , they will steadily gain phase relative to the slow ones. The intensity of an image
voxel is proportional to the vector sum of all spins within the voxel volume. Therefore,
intravoxel dephasing lead to vector cancellation, which results in partial or even complete
voxel intensity drop. In 2D imaging, the slice thickness is often larger than the in-plane
pixel dimensions. In that case, through-plane dephasing is usually the dominant cause
of signal loss relative to in-plane dephasing. Similar to geometric distortion or blurring,
signal loss plagues images of brain regions close to air cavities (Fig. 1.2). Signal loss is
dominant at the affected brain regions, but it is difficult to recover in reconstruction. This
project concerns the recovery of signal loss caused by through-plane dephasing.
1.3 Modeling signal loss
By incorporating field inhomogeneity in the MR signal equation [18], we can math-
ematically describe how through-plane dephasing causes signal loss. Let B0(r) be the
actual field strength at location r = (x, y, z)T , which is spatially non-uniform because of
distortions. With the frequency of the RF pulse (ωrf ) tuned to the Lamour frequency of
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Figure 1.2: Left: T1-weighted anatomical brain images acquired with a spoiled-gradient-recall (SPGR) se-
quence. Right: Corresponding functional images acquired with a GRE sequence (matrix size
= 128 × 128, TE = 30 ms, 2 spiral-out interleaves, thickness = 5 mm). At inferior frontal and
temporal brain regions proximal to the air cavities, signals are lost due to magnetic susceptibility
difference between air and tissue.













−1, f(r) denotes the three-dimensional (3D) object being imaged, V denotes
the entire volume that the receive coil is sensitive to, and k(t) = (kx(t), ky(t), kz(t))T is
the trajectory in spatial frequency, or k, space. Assume two-dimensional (2D) imaging
with slice selection in the z dimension, with slice profile p(z). If the object is separable






q(x, y)p(z) · e−ıγ∆B0(r)(t+TE)e−ı2π(kx(t)x+ky(t)y)dx dy dz.(1.5)
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Now, we Taylor expand ∆B0(r) in the z dimension at the center of slice (z0) and retain
only the first two terms:
∆B0(r) ≈ ∆B0(x, y) + gz(x, y) · (z − z0),(1.6)
where ∆B0(x, y) and gz(x, y) are the z-direction mean and gradient of frequency offset at













The integral in [·] leads to signal loss due to through-plane dephasing, whereas the ex-
ponential factor with ∆B0(x, y) causes phase error during readout. Assuming a centered
rectangular slice profile with thickness ∆z, the signal loss factor, calculated at t = 0 when
the k-space center is sampled, is given by










Equation (1.8) tells us that image intensity at location (x, y) falls off as a sinc function of
the product of slice thickness, through-plane gradient, and echo time. It is intuitive indeed
– signal loss worsens when dephasing becomes fast (through-plane gradient increases),
when dephasing time increases (echo time lengthens), or when more dephased spins are
summed to form a voxel (slice thickness increases).
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1.4 Current solutions to signal loss
1.4.1 Optimization of slice selection
Signal loss due to intravoxel dephasing can be mitigated by reduction of the size of
brain image voxels [19–22]. In particular, loss caused by through-plane dephasing can be
alleviated by usage of relatively thin slices [23], as reflected in Eq. 1.8. If the through-
plane magnetization contributing to each slice is reduced, cancellation of dephased spin
signals is alleviated. One major drawback of using thin slices is, obviously, a reduction in
brain coverage per scan time [24]. For the same brain coverage, the number of thin slices
has to be increased by multiple folds compared to when regular thick slices are prescribed.
Another problem with using thin slices is a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the
functional images.
Some studies also suggested that certain oblique slice orientation can mitigate the signal
loss problem [22, 25, 26]. With oblique slices, dephased magnetization is “redistributed”
into tilted voxel volumes. It was suggested that particular orientations of slices would
distribute magnetization such that phase cancellation would be minimized. However, this
strategy can only partially recover BMS-induced signal loss, and the optimal slice orienta-
tion may vary from subject to subject because of structural difference, and from session to
session because of shim value difference. The strategy also interferes with brain coverage
preferences that are specific to the functional study.
1.4.2 Optimization of data acquisition
The fast data acquisition methods (EPI and spiral imaging) can be optimized so that
signal loss is reduced. For EPI, Ref. [22] suggested that frequency-encoding should be
along the direction in which the field gradient is dominant, and Ref. [27] reported that
the direction of phase-encoding also significantly affects signal loss. For spiral imaging,
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studies found that the “spiral in-out” trajectory [28] is better than “spiral-out” in terms of
loss mitigation, and “spiral in-in” is even better than “spiral in-out” [29]. Generally, these
acquisition optimization strategies only partially recover the signal loss.
1.4.3 Gradient compensation
One category of methods use z-gradient lobes, in various ways, to compensate for the
BMS-induced through-plane dephasing [24,30–35]. A z-gradient lobe, deployed after ex-
citation, can create linear phase distribution along the z dimension that cancels out the
dephasing accumulated up to data acquisition. However, gradient lobes are non-selective
in the in-plane dimensions, thus the same amount of through-plane phase is created over
the entire image. Because BMS-induced field gradient (gz(x, y) in Eq. 1.8) varies as a
function of in-plane location, one needs to acquire multiple subimages using different
lobe sizes to refocus different image regions. The subimages can be combined, in various
ways [36, 37], to form a final image free of signal loss. For acceptable signal recovery,
these methods generally require several subscans for each slice location, and hence a ma-
jor problem of these methods is temporal resolution loss in the functional study, due to
acquisition of multiple subimages for each slice location. Recently researchers proposed
that the temporal resolution loss can be mitigated if subimage acquisition is applied to only
a small set of slice locations [38].
1.4.4 Localized shimming
Another class of approaches to signal recovery aim directly at counteracting the BMS-
induced field distortion. It can be achieved by placement of materials or coils close to the
sites of field inhomogeneity. Wilson et al. [39] proposed placement of a “passive” shim
(made of pyrolytic graphite) in the roof of the mouth to improve field homogeneity at the
inferior frontal cortex. On the same principle, Hsu et al. [40] reported an “active” shim-
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ming method, using intraoral shim coils with electrical currents adjustable on a patient-
by-patient basis. To avoid intravoxel coil placement, Wong et al. [41] proposed using an
external coil for active shimming.
These shimming methods were shown to be effective, to certain extents, in improving
field homogeneity and therefore reducing signal loss and improving functional sensitiv-
ity [40,42]. However, for long fMRI sessions, placement of shimming hardware on subject
leads to significant discomfort, which will likely increase head motion. Also, for intraoral
methods, motion of the mouth or tongue can displace the shimming device so that calibra-
tion becomes inaccurate. These factors will potentially make functional images much less
robust to motion. In addition, intraoral shimming is potentially hazardous to children and
psychiatric patients, because of the risk of choking.
1.4.5 Excitation precompensation
Through-plane dephasing, the culprit of signal loss, can be viewed as taking place
between RF excitation and data acquisition. It is conceivable that dephasing can be “pre-
compensated” in the excitation stage, such that spins are in phase during readout, or more
precisely, at the echo time. This idea was initially proposed by Cho et al. [43], who
showed that pulses that excite slices with quadratic through-plane phase profiles can par-
tially recover signal loss. However, because those RF pulses are non-selective in the plane,
through-plane quadratic phase is created everywhere in the image plane. As a result, re-
covery in one in-plane region is coupled with signal reduction or even loss in the others,
where through-plane phase may originally be coherent. Several years later, Chen et al. [44]
and Glover et al. [45] proposed that one can first acquire a map of the inhomogeneous field
(“field map”) of the slice volume, and then design precompensatory RF pulse “tailored”
to that field map. Their one-dimensional (1D) tailored RF pulse methods still suffer from
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the lack of in-plane selectivity.
1.5 Three-dimensional tailored RF pulses
1.5.1 Basics
The 1D precompensation methods inspired the work of Stenger et al. [46], which
demonstrated simultaneous slice selection and various through-plane phase precompen-
sation at different in-plane locations. Those sophisticated three-dimensional tailored RF
(3DTRF) pulses were designed based on the excitation k-space [47] perspective, under
small-tip-angle approximation to the Bloch equation. To test recovering signals above
the sagital sinus while preserving SNR at the remaining regions, Stenger et al. defined
the desired magnetization pattern by a main disk that selected the slice volume, with a
small disk subtracted from the main disk at the site of signal loss. An identical disk with
through-plane linear phase was inserted in its place.
In the pulse design process, the stack-of-spirals trajectory [48] was used to cover a
cylindrical volume in 3D excitation k-space (Fig. 1.3). It “frequency-encodes” the in-
plane k dimensions with 2D spirals, and “phase-encodes” in the slice-select k direction
with discrete sampling, implemented by gradient blips (Fig. 1.4). The RF waveform ac-
companying that trajectory is designed analytically, from the Fourier transformation of the
desired pattern that comprises Bessel and Gaussian functions. The pulse was deployed in
lieu of the sinc pulse in a GRE sequence with long echo time. It was demonstrated that
a 60-ms 3DTRF pulse was effective in selecting a 2-cm-thick slice, and recovering signal
loss above the sinus cavity (Fig. 1.5).
1.5.2 Pros and cons
Stenger et al.’s demonstration was exciting as a proof of the 3DTRF concept. However,
to implement 3DTRF pulses into routine fMRI studies, there are major technical hurdles
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Figure 1.3: The stack-of-spirals trajectory, covering a cylindrical volume in excitation k-space, was used in
the original 3DTRF method. (Note: this trajectory example does not correspond to the wave-
forms in Fig. 1.4.)
Figure 1.4: 60-ms RF and gradient (Gx, Gy, Gz) waveforms in the original 3DTRF method by Stenger et
al., for a 2-cm slice with “excitation sidelobes” 10 cm apart. The pulse needs to be lengthened
by multiple folds for thinner slices and sidelobes outside of the head. (Adopted from Ref. [46],
Copyright 2000, reprinted with permission of Wiley-Liss Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.)
to overcome. First, the 3DTRF pulses were exceedingly long relative to slice-selective
sinc pulses. In their demonstration, the pulse was more than eighteen fold as long as a
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Figure 1.5: Brain images acquired with a sinc pulse with (a) 5-ms TE and (b) 32-ms TE (2-cm-thick slice).
Arrow indicates region of signal loss above the sinus cavity. Images in (c)-(f) were taken with
the same parameters as in (b), but with 3DTRF pulses instead of sinc pulse. (c): Through-plane
phase pre-compensation was wrongly placed at center of brain, leading to wider signal loss
(arrow). (d): After the pre-compensation region was moved to the anterior brain, signals were
partially recovered (arrow). (e)-(f): Through-plane phase variation was increased (by factors of
2 and 3) compared to in (d), providing even better recovery (arrow). (Adopted from Ref. [46],
Copyright 2000, reprinted with permission of Wiley-Liss Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.)
typical 3.2-ms sinc pulse. Note that it was selective for a fairly thick 2-cm Gaussian slice.
In order to select slices finer than 2 cm (say, 5 mm in typical fMRI studies) or with sharper
transitions, a wider range of kz must be traversed, and thus the 3DTRF pulse will be much
longer than 60 ms. Such lengthy RF pulses severely hamper the temporal resolution of the
MR images, which is critical in an fMRI study.
In addition, because the long 3DTRF pulses are deployed in regions with highly inho-
mogeneous field, excitation accuracy can be severely affected by resonance frequency off-
sets. Particularly, because of phase-encoding in the slice-select direction, the slice profile
can be significantly distorted. There may also be spatially variant slice shifting, leading to
“potato-chip-shaped” slice volumes. Such slice distortions are troubling in fMRI, because
of potential erroneous mapping between functional and anatomical brain images.
Despite shortcomings in its initial implementation, the 3DTRF method clearly deserves
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further development for full realization of its potential. The method has several important
advantages. First, it does not interfere with imaging parameters such as voxel size or slice
orientation, which are typically set based on the imaging study context. Second, unlike
most of the gradient compensation methods, it does not require multiple subimage acqui-
sitions for a single image. Multiple-fold temporal resolution loss is therefore avoided. The
method also obviates placement and calibration of localized shimming hardware. Finally,
it can in fact be applied in conjunction with many of the exisiting methods for maximal
signal recovery. For example, the 3DTRF method can be applied in concert with the lo-
calized shimming techniques. It can possibly provide the intricate corrections that gross
localized shimming fails to accomplish.
1.6 Project goals
In this context, there are three major goals in the current research project:
1.6.1 Advancing the 3DTRF method
The specific aims of advancing the 3DTRF method are as follows:
Aim 1: Reduce the length of 3DTRF pulses to minimize impact on fMRI temporal resolu-
tion. For the 3DTRF method to be valuable, it has to be less costly, in terms of tempo-
ral resolution, than standard methods such as slice thinning [23] and z-shimming [24].
Aim 2: Improve excitation accuracy of 3DTRF pulses. Accuracy of slice selection is
critical for functional brain mapping, and thus needs to be safeguarded. Desirably,
the pulses should also be accurate in in-plane placement of through-plane phase. It
assures effective recovery at loss regions and SNR preservation at unaffected regions.
Aim 3: Assure that computation of 3DTRF pulses is fast enough so that it is feasible to
compute the pulses online (with subject lying inside the scanner).
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Aim 4: Improve the robustness of the method, so that it is not overly sensitive to errors
in input measurements (for example, map of frequency offsets, or “field map”) and
changes in design parameters.
1.6.2 Exploring an alternative RF pulse design
Besides the 3DTRF method, we are interested in exploring an alternative approach of
using RF pulses for signal recovery. The new pulse design also aims to create precompen-
satory phase variations using selective excitation. However, instead of 3D spatially selec-
tive excitation as with 3DTRF pulses, 2D spectral-spatial selective excitation can poten-
tially be used to achieve this goal. The idea is that precompensatory through-plane phase
variations can be prescribed not based on where off resonance occurs spatially (probed by
field maps), but instead, based on the “spectral signature that through-plane dephasing car-
ries” (see Chapter 6). Such spectral-spatial pulse design does not rely on the pixel-to-pixel
offset values in its computation. Consequently, the pulses can be computed offline prior
to the fMRI experiment. A collection of spectral-spatial pulses can be precomputed and
stored. Based on field maps currently acquired or from training data, a subset of the pulses
can be deployed at different slice locations. This strategy saves the heavy pulse computa-
tion that has to be carried out online in the 3DTRF case. On the other hand, because the
spectral-spatial pulses are selective in only two dimensions, they are potentially shorter,
easier to compute, and hence more robust.
1.6.3 Developing new pulse design techniques
New RF pulse design techniques will be introduced for the development of the signal
recovery methods. Many of the new techniques will not be specific to the signal recovery
problem, and will enrich the general pulse design repertoire. In particular, techniques for
single-coil excitation can be generalized to parallel excitation with multiple transmit coils.
CHAPTER 2
Fourier interpretations of selective excitation
Before we dwell on RF pulse design methods for signal recovery, let us review some
fundamental theories about the MR excitation process and RF pulse design.
For magnetic spins to produce MR signals detectable by receiver coils, they have to be
first excited. In classical physics terminology, MR excitation can be viewed as applying a
RF magnetic field (b1) in the transverse direction relative to a static main field (B0), so that
magnetization (average) rotates away from the main field axis to produce some detectable
transverse magnetization components. In the most basic case of non-selective excitation,
b1 is tuned to the Larmor frequency of magnetization in the presence of only B0, so that it
excites magnetization in the entire volume sensitive to the excitation coil, without spatial
or spectral (resonance frequency) selectivity.
If appropriate magnetic field gradients (gx, gy, gz) are turned on during application of
b1, magnetization excitation can be restricted to a specific volume within the sample. Such
spatially selective excitation is extremely important in all branches of MRI, because it can
be used for slice selection, in which excitation provides one level of spatial localization,
thereby reducing the imaging task to a 2D one. In this case, only the gradient in the slice-
select direction (gz) is turned on to give 1D selectivity. If multiple gradients are applied
together with the RF field, the spatial selectivity can be multi-dimensional. When a spatial
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excitation pulse is applied repeatedly over time (with the right frequency), it can also
possess spectral selectivity – now the excitation pattern depends on not only the chemical
species’ spatial location, but its resonance frequency as well. This technique is called
spectral-spatial selective excitation [49].
This chapter is not meant to be a comprehensive review of selective excitation and RF
pulse design. Instead, I am going to focus on some special cases in which the Fourier
Transformation can be applied to describe the relationship between RF pulse and its re-
sulting excitation pattern. I will start with the Bloch equation [50] that governs MR exci-
tation. It turns out that a small-tip-angle approximation to the Bloch equation can lead to a
Fourier interpretation of spatially selective excitation. The interpretation is generalizable
to multiple spatial dimensions. Surprisingly, for large-tip-angle excitation in which the
approximation is no longer valid, a similar Fourier interpretation holds accurate for the
tip angle, provided that certain symmetry conditions are satisfied. Next I will extend the
results to pulses that are selective both spectrally and spatially. Finally I will generalize
small-tip-angle excitation to parallel excitation with multiple transmit coils, which is cur-
rently an area of active research. These Fourier interpretations of selective excitation form
the backbones of the RF pulse designs that we will explore in the following chapters.
2.1 The Bloch equation
The fundamental equation governing MR excitation is the Bloch equation postulated
by F. Bloch in 1946 [50]. Let m(x) ∈ R3 be the average magnetization at spatial location
x. Bloch equation states that if we ignore the effects of field inhomogeneity and spin
relaxations, the dynamics of m(x) in the rotating frame, which rotates at the Larmor
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0 g(t) · x −b1,y(t)
−g(t) · x 0 b1,x(t)
b1,y(t) −b1,x(t) 0
m,(2.1)
where γ denotes the gyromagnetic ratio, b1(t) = b1,x(t) + ıb1,y(t) denotes the complex-
valued RF pulse (comprises both magnitude and phase) and g(t) = (gx(t), gy(t), gz(t))T
denotes the applied gradients, both as functions of time (t). For the case of an initially
fully relaxed magnetization aligned with the main field (+z axis), m(0) = (0, 0,M0)T ,
where M0 denotes the equilibrium magnetization magnitude.
To selectively excite magnetization for a specific MR application, one has to design
the continuous-time waveforms of b1(t) and g(t), t ∈ [0, T ] where T is the end time
of pulse, such that the resulting magnetization pattern at T , m(x, T ), is as close to the
desired excitation pattern, mdes(x), as possible. This is the so-called RF pulse design
problem in the MR literature (although the problem also involves designing the appro-
priate gradient waveforms). From a “non-linear systems” point of view, we can regard
u(t) = (b1(t),g(t))
T as the input and m(x, t), as the state of the nonlinear system, f ,
characterized by the Bloch equation (2.1):
ṁ(x, t) = f(m(x, t),u(t)), t ∈ [0, T ].(2.2)
We want to design the input to “drive” system (2.2) so that m(x, T ) ≈ mdes(x). This
non-linear problem is generally difficult to solve, but fortunately for most cases of interest
there are simple, easily computable solutions based on assumptions and approximations.
2.2 Small-tip-angle selective excitation
The data acquisition and image reconstruction processes in MRI have been facili-
tated by the viewpoint of spatial frequency, or k, space data sampling [51–53]. Surpris-
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ingly, selective excitation can also be analyzed with an analogous excitation k-space con-
cept [47], under the small-tip-angle approximation [54, 55] to the Bloch equation. Let
mxy(x) = mxy(x, T ) be the transverse magnetization in the rotating frame, which can
uniquely specify magnetization in the small-tip-angle regime of 0-90 degrees. Under the
assumptions that
1. magnetization is initially aligned with main field B0;
2. flip angles by the RF pulse are small,












Hence, the transverse magnetization pattern is the Fourier transform of the “RF deposi-
tion” along a k-space trajectory determined by the gradient waveforms. Equation (2.3) can













Figure 2.1 illustrates how the k-space concept is applied to analyze 2D spatially selective















































Figure 2.1: Illustration of k-space analysis of spatially selective excitation. a: gradient waveforms that con-
stitute a 2D “spiral-out” k-space trajectory, and the complex RF pulse designed to excite a small
disc at the center of space. b: These waveforms form an outward spiral in excitation k-space,
depositing energy along its way. c: Bloch simulated excitation pattern. It can be very accurately
approximated by the Fourier transform of the deposition in k-space.
a trajectory in excitation k-space that spirals outward from the origin to the high-spatial-
frequency regions, and finally traverse back to the origin (b). The complex RF pulse shown
in (a), after correction of sampling density, can be interpreted as complex “RF deposition”
along the trajectory. If we numerically simulate the Bloch equation (Eq. 2.1) over a 2D
spatial grid with the waveforms as input, we can obtain the resulting excitation pattern
as shown in (c). This pattern can be accurately predicted by the Fourier transform of the
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deposition in k-space. Note that this particular deposition pattern is discrete in the radial
direction although it is continuous along the spiral. As a result, aliasing excitation takes
place outside the circular “excitation FOV” (XFOV) of diameter 20 cm. Finite range of
k-space sampling also leads to excitation ripples in the radial direction.
This powerful k-space analysis greatly simplifies RF pulse design in the small-tip-angle
regime. It turns pulse design into the problem of choosing the appropriate gradient wave-
forms so that excitation k-space is adequately traversed by the trajectory, and calculating
the corresponding RF deposition along the trajectory, so that the Fourier transform of the
deposition pattern in excitation k-space is close to the desired excitation pattern. The
well developed theories concerning Fourier transformation (e.g., [56]) can now be readily
adopted in the design and analysis of RF pulses. It leads to both simplicity and sophistica-
tion that we would not have if we design pulses directly via the non-linear Bloch equation
(Eq. 2.1).
2.3 Large-tip-angle selective excitation
The small-tip-angle solution assumes both the effect of the RF pulse is small and the
initial magnetization is along +z axis. If we abandon the initial magnetization assumption
and only assume that the RF amplitude is small, a so-called small-excitation solution can
be derived in the spinor domain [57]. The small-excitation solution, though expressed for
the Cayley-Klein parameters in the spinor domain, is convenient since the solution’s major
constituent is still a Fourier integral of the RF-weighted k-space trajectory (same k-space
definition). In the special case of inherently refocused pulses which
1. carry Hermitian symmetric weights in k-space, and
2. start at the k-space origin (k(0) = 0),
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This result is important, because now if we have an excitation pulse that may be broken
into a sequence of small-excitation inherently refocused subpulses with the same rotation
axis, then the aggregate tip angle (φtotal) resulting from concatenating the subpulses is






This equation tells that the pulse creates total tip angle pattern approximately equals the
Fourier transform of the RF-weighted k-space trajectory, and it holds for arbitrarily large
tip angles. Note that this approximation is accurate only if the trajectory can be (approx-
imately) decomposed into inherently-refocused component trajectories. This category of
trajectories include the spiral and projection-reconstruction trajectories, but not, for exam-
ple, the echo-planar trajectory.
All of the pulse designs in this project are restricted to the small-tip-angle regime.
Therefore, Eq. 2.3 will be the fundamental equation that we work with. In fact, the small-
tip-angle analysis works fairly well for flip angles up to 90 degrees [46]. Still, the large-tip-
angle result is noteworthy, because it shows that small-tip-angle pulse design techniques
are transferable to large-tip-angle cases.
2.4 Incorporating resonance frequency offsets
The excitation k-space equation (Eq. 2.3) has to be modified when significant off res-
onance is present within the sample. In practice, protons within the sample resonate at
frequencies slightly deviated from the expected value. The primary cause of off resonance
is that the main field within an MRI scanner is inhomogeneous, because of imperfect
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hardware and magnetic susceptibility induced field variations within the sample. Also,
resonance frequency shifts depending on the chemical environment in which the proton
resides (often called “chemical shifts”).
If one incorporates a spatial map of resonance frequency offsets (∆ω(x)) in the Bloch





0 g(t) · x + ∆ω(x) −b1,y(t)
−g(t) · x−∆ω(x) 0 b1,x(t)
b1,y(t) −b1,x(t) 0
m.(2.9)
Through the small-tip-angle analysis [47], the offsets result in an extra factor inside the






This equation is comparable to the off-resonance-incorporated MR signal equation (Eq. 1.4).
Inclusion of the frequency offsets “ruins” the Fourier relationship between the excitation
pattern and k-space, in the sense that Eq. 2.10 is no longer a Fourier integral. This fact has
computational ramifications for pulse design problems, which I will discuss in details in
Chapter 4.
2.5 Extensions
2.5.1 Spectral-spatial selective excitation
The excitation k-space perspective of small-tip-angle selective excitation can be ex-
tended for analyzing and designing another class of pulses called spectral-spatial (SPSP)
pulses [49]. In the previous section, resonance frequency offsets are regarded as a func-
tion of space (x), which results in an additional exponential factor to the Fourier integral
(Eq. 2.10). Now if we view resonance frequency offsets as a general variable, f (in Hertz),
instead of a spatial function, Eq. 2.10 becomes
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of k-space analysis of SPSP selective excitation. a: z gradient and RF waveforms of
a 2D fat-suppressing slice-select SPSP pulse. b: As time elapses, a zigzag trajectory is traced
out in the joint SPSP k-space. The RF pulse, after sampling density correction, deposites energy
along its way. c: Bloch simulated SPSP excitation pattern. It can be accurately approximated by
the Fourier transform of the k-space deposition.





If we define joint SPSP k-space variable kspsp(t) = (k(t), kf (t))T where kf (t) = 2π(t −







This equation implies that by weighting the trajectory in the joint SPSP k-space with the
RF pulse, we can achieve excitation selectivity in both space and the spectral dimension
– The resulting magnetization pattern, as function of space and frequency, approximately
equals the Fourier transform of the weighted trajectory in the joint SPSP k-space. It is
interesting that while traversal in the (kx, ky, kz) subspace is determined by the gradient
waveforms (Eq. 2.4), traversal along kf is accomplished by simply letting time elapse.
Most SPSP pulses used in current MR applications are selective in the slice-select and
spectral dimensions (hence “2D” SPSP pulses). Those pulses can be used to excite a slice
of magnetization from one chemical species (e.g., water) while leaving magnetization of
others (e.g., fat) virtually unaffected. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the joint k-space concept is
applied to analyze an SPSP pulse that selects a slice of water while suppressing fat, which
resonates at -420 Hz relative to water at 3 Tesla. Backward integration of the oscillating
z gradient waveform in (a), and a constant progression of time (hence kf ), trace out a
zigzag trajectory in the joint SPSP k-space (b), which eventually ends at the origin. The
SPSP pulse, formed via cascading windowed sinc pulses and modulating them with a
Shinnar-La-Roux (SLR) spectral envelope, deposits energy along the trajectory. If we
numerically simulate the Bloch equation at different locations (z) and frequency offsets
(f ) with the waveforms as input, we obtain the resulting SPSP excitation pattern (c). It
can be accurately predicted by the Fourier transform of the k-space deposition in (b). In
this example, the (non-uniform) discrete sampling in kf leads to (non-identical) periodic
peaks in f , and the windowed sinc weighting along kz provides the slice profile. Here
a slice of water (f = 0 Hz) is excited by the main peak while fat (f = −420 Hz) is
suppressed by the first null.
Besides fat suppression, SPSP pulses can be applied to, for example, suppression of
water signals in spectroscopy or spectroscopic imaging [60]. Elaborate discussions of
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2D SPSP pulse design techniques can be found in Refs. [61–63]. SPSP pulses that are
selective in two spatial and one spectral dimensions have also been proposed by Morrell
et al. [64]. However, those pulses are perhaps too long to be practical. To date, there has
not been any reports on designs and applications of SPSP pulses that are selective in all
spatial and spectral dimensions, perhaps due to prohibitive pulse length requirement.
In Chapter 6, we will postulate a novel SPSP pulse design for signal recovery. The joint
SPSP k-space concept will be the fundamental workhorse behind the design.
2.5.2 Parallel excitation with multiple RF coils
So far we have focused on selective excitation using a single transmit coil with uni-
form transmit sensitivity pattern. The RF pulse played out with the coil is felt equally
throughout the sample without regard to spatial location. In recent years, researchers have
proposed parallel excitation with multiple transmit coils driven with independent wave-
forms [65, 66]. Each coil has a unique non-uniform sensitivity pattern over space, and
magnetization is excited by the aggregate RF field from all the coils. In the linear small-
tip-angle regime, the aggregate excitation pattern approximately equals superposition of
the excitation patterns by individual coils:








where br(t) represents the RF pulse for the rth coil, and sr(x) is its complex-valued sensi-
tivity pattern, r = 1, . . . , R. Note that superposition of individual coils’ excitation patterns
generally does not hold true at large tip angles, because of Bloch equation non-linearity.
Equation 2.13 is an analogue to the MR signal equation in parallel imaging (e.g.,
[67–69]). As parallel imaging shortens data readout, parallel excitation shortens multi-
dimensional spatial pulses by multiple folds, because of simultaneous transmission and
the extra “encoding” by the sensitivity patterns. Many multi-dimensional selective excita-
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tion applications, which were impractical because of inhibitive pulse length requirements,
now appear feasible using parallel excitation. Examples include 3DTRF pulses for B1 in-
homogeneity compensation [70, 71], and B0 inhomogeneity compensation [46], which is
the central topic of this research project. Many of the proposed pulse design methods in
this thesis can be generalized to parallel excitation.
2.6 Conventional pulse design methods
Recall that the RF pulse design problem involves designing b1(t) and g(t) such that at
pulse end, the resulting magnetization pattern is close to a certain desired pattern. With the
Fourier interpretations of selection excitation that we have discussed, pulse design is sig-
nificantly simplified and accelerated, because the inverse problem no longer involves the
non-linear Bloch equation. In this section I will review conventional methods of designing
spatial and SPSP pulses.
2.6.1 Designing spatial pulses
Let us first consider designing a spatially selective pulse transmitted with a single coil
(with uniform sensitivity pattern). The problem starts with specification of the desired
pattern, d(x). Based on that pattern, the k-space trajectory is first determined. It should
sample k-space dense enough so that aliasing does not take place within the field of view
(FOV), and the sampling range should be large enough so that the desired excitation reso-
lution is rendered. Next, the Fourier transform of the desired pattern is sampled along the







where ∆(k(t)) is the inverse sampling density [72, 73], and |g(t)| compensates for the
“velocity” with which the trajectory traverses k-space. Finally b1(t) is normalized and
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scaled to provide the desired tip angles. Examples of this design approach can be found
in, for example, Refs. [46, 74, 75].
If frequency offsets are incorporated into the Fourier integral (Eq. 2.10), the Fourier
relationship is ruined and hence this approach of sampling the desired pattern’s transform
is no longer useful. Researchers proposed using the non-Fourier conjugate-phase (CP)
method from image reconstruction [15,76], which accounts for off resonance and thus can
correct for it to some extent [58, 59]. I will reserve the mathematical details of CP for the
following chapter. It is noteworthy here that the Fourier relationship can still be exploited
to accelerate CP, after certain approximations are made. Those acceleration methods will
be discussed in Chapter 4.
In the case of parallel excitation with multiple coils, each coil excites a different pattern.
Superposition of the subpatterns, modulated by their individual sensitivity patterns, gives
the final resulting pattern that resembles the desired one. Therefore, the transform of the
aggregate desired pattern has to be first decomposed into the transforms of the patterns for
individual coils. This decomposition problem can be tackled with direct matrix inversion
or iterative methods. Subsequently, the RF waveforms for each coil can be derived as in
the single-coil case. This parallel excitation design approach was postulated in the original
“Transmit SENSE” paper by Katscher et al. [65]. Another design method, specifically for
parallel excitation with EP trajectories, was also introduced by Zhu et al. [66].
2.6.2 Designing spectral-spatial pulses
The design of an SPSP pulse starts with specification of desired spectral and spatial
profile characteristics. Based on the specified spectral main peak and null positions, one
first selects the oscillating gradient waveform, which determines the trajectory in the joint
SPSP k-space. That waveform dictates how long one spatial subpulse is. Next, the spatial
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subpulse shape is designed according to the slice profile specifications (thickness, transi-
tion bandwidth, etc), followed by design of the spectral envelope that determines the shape
of the spectral peaks (for example, how wide the peaks are). Finally, the SPSP pulse is
synthesized by concatenating the spatial subpulses and modulating their amplitudes with
the spectral envelope. Phase cycling techniques [61–63] can also be applied to shift or
even suppress the spectral peaks. Readers should refer to Refs. [49, 61–63] for further
details in SPSP pulse designs.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed several special cases of selective excitation, for which
the Fourier transformation can be applied to describe the relationship between RF pulse
and its resulting excitation pattern. These Fourier interpretations are important because
they greatly simplify the pulse design process. They also accelerate the pulse design, be-
cause now the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) can, somehow, be applied for the map-
ping between RF pulses and their excitation patterns. Fast design is critical particularly
for applications in which pulses have to be computed online.
CHAPTER 3
Iterative RF pulse design
This chapter is based on materials from Ref. [77].
3.1 Why design RF pulses iteratively?
In the previous chapter, we have reviewed how the Fourier transformation can be
applied to analyze selection excitation, and how it greatly facilitates RF pulse designs.
Thanks to the Fourier interpretation, single-coil, small-tip-angle spatially selective pulses
can be designed via determining an appropriate excitation k-space trajectory, sampling
the Fourier transform of the desired pattern along the trajectory, and finally weighting the
samples with sampling density compensation. When frequency offsets are incorporated,
the conjugate phase (CP) method was proven to be effective.
In fact, these conventional pulse design approaches are non-ideal in several regards.
First, in terms of minimizing excitation error, they generally produce pulses that are sub-
optimal even with respect to just the linear design model. This design suboptimality is an
eradicable source of excitation error, on top of the intractable amount due to the small-tip-
angle approximation underlying excitation k-space. The excitation error due to design
suboptimality is particularly large when the trajectory undersamples k-space, or when
large off-resonance spatial gradients are present [58]. To compensate for the effects of
off resonance gradients to some extent, Noll et al. [78] suggested a sophisticated density
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compensation function (DCF) for CP reconstruction, but it is spatially variant and may not
be readily extended to excitation. In fact, accurate DCF evaluation can generally be diffi-
cult and time consuming (see, for example, [79]). Erroneous DCF evaluation contributes
significantly to excitation error.
Besides suboptimality, these approaches can handle neither the secondary objective
of minimizing integrated RF power due to Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) considera-
tions [80, 81], nor the hard constraint of peak RF power due to amplifier limitation [82].
Also, they are unable to exploit the possibility of assigning spatial weighting to excitation
error. These issues suggest that there is room for improvement in the basic pulse design
methodology, which would benefit current applications and possibly foster future ones.
The inverse-problem nature of pulse design suggests that an optimization approach can
be beneficial. In fact, a range of optimization schemes have been used by researchers to
design slice-selective 90-degree, inversion, and spin-echo pulses (for example, [80–85]).
Those optimal pulses, designed with respect to the exact Bloch-equation system, achieved
very accurate slice profiles. It is a natural extension to apply some of those schemes to
the small-tip-angle design problem. Another inspiration for a better design method is
the recent iterative image reconstruction algorithms [16, 86], which are also optimization
schemes. Iterative reconstruction methods produce improved image quality relative to the
CP and gridding methods [16, 86, 87]. The analogy between image reconstruction and
pulse design [58] suggests that similar iterative optimization schemes can be applied to
the latter.
In this context, we propose that single-coil, small-tip-angle spatial pulses can be de-
signed via minimization of a quadratic cost function that consists of an excitation error
term and regularization terms that control the integrated and peak RF power. The mini-
mization problem can be solved iteratively via the conjugate gradient (CG) method [16].
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Off resonance during excitation, particularly in the case of long pulses, has significant im-
pact on the excitation accuracy [58,59]. Thus, its effects are included in our design model.
By Bloch simulation and scanner experiments, I will demonstrate the benefits of iterative
designs over CP designs. Afterwards, I will investigate iterative spectral-spatial (SPSP)
pulse design. Finally I will generalize the single-coil formulation to parallel excitation
with multiple transmit coils, and point out that the advantages in the single-coil case are
still applicable after generalization.
3.2 Formulation
Let us define complex function m(x; b) = mxy(x; b) as the transverse magnetization
pattern resulting from the Bloch equation, with single-coil input RF pulse b(t) and prede-
termined gradient waveforms g(t) = [gx(t) gy(t) gz(t)]T , t ∈ [0, T ]. As before, we assume
that all magnetization is initially fully relaxed and aligned with +z axis, and has equilib-
rium magnitude M0. Now, an optimal small-tip-angle spatial pulse can be designed via
minimizing a cost function that includes an excitation error measure, and a pulse energy
term, which allows for a soft constraint on the integrated RF pulse power:










subject to the peak RF power hard constraint
|b(t)|2 ≤ C , t ∈ [0, T ].(3.2)
In Eq. 3.1, complex function d(x) is the desired magnetization pattern, real function w(x)
is a user-defined error weighting pattern that covers the FOV or any arbitrary region of
interest (ROI), β is a regularization parameter that should be tuned based on SAR con-
siderations, and C is a constant dependent on the RF amplifier peak power limitation.
Note that for large-tip-angle pulse design, this minimization setup is also valid, except that
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magnetization has to be represented by fields of 3D vectors instead of complex functions
in order to avoid ambiguity. That problem was tackled in Refs. [80–82] for the 1D and
constant-gradient case, but it was difficult and time-consuming due to Bloch equation non-
linearity. Fortunately, under the small-tip-angle approximation, Fourier interpretation of
the Bloch equation reduces Eq. 3.1 to a more easily solvable form.
Recall that a small-tip-angle excitation pattern approximately equals the Fourier trans-
form of the RF-weighted trajectory (Eq. 2.3), and resonance frequency offsets (∆ω(x))
can be incorporated by an extra exponential factor in the Fourier integral (Eq. 2.10):




It seems natural to discretize Eq. 3.3 in time, since RF pulses are generally defined dis-
cretely in a pulse sequence before being processed by a Digital-to-Analog (D/A) converter
and played out in the coil via RF circuitry. Let bj, j = 0, ..., Nt−1 be the pulse samples in
the pulse sequence, and ∆t be the sampling period. If the temporal point spread function1
in the pulse physically played out is narrow, one can approximate Eq. 3.3 as





In space, we sample m at user-selected spatial locations {xi}Ns−1i=0 . Now Eq. 3.4 can be
expressed in matrix-vector multiplication form:
m ≈ Ab(3.5)
where m = (m(x0; b), . . . ,m(xNs−1; b))T , b = (b0, . . . , bNt−1)T , and the elements of the
Ns ×Nt system matrix A are
ai,j = ıγM0e
ık(tj)·xi+ı∆ω(xi)[tj−T ]∆t.(3.6)
1The RF pulse being physically played out can be modeled as a pulse sample weighted “train of Dirac impulses”,
convolved with a time-invariant point spread function. The temporal spreading can arise from D/A converter character-
istics and RF circuit impulse response functions. I ignore this spreading effect in the analysis here though it could be
incorporated easily.
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where ′ denotes complex conjugate transpose, and D is a diagonal matrix containing sam-
ples of the DCF, {D(tj)}Nt−1j=0 , which approximately inverts A′A:
DA′A ≈ I.(3.8)
Note that when frequency offsets are not incorporated in the system matrix, the CP method
reduces to the conventional “sample-the-transform” design method that we discussed in
the previous chapter. Alternatively, the pulse samples can be obtained via applying Eq. 3.5
to the original minimization problem (Eqs. 3.1, 3.2):
b̂ = arg min
b
{‖Ab− d‖2W + βb′b},(3.9)
subject to
|bj|2 ≤ C, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1,(3.10)
in which W is an Ns × Ns diagonal matrix containing the user-selected error weighting,
{w(xi)}Ns−1i=0 , that can be used to specify spin-free regions as “don’t care” regions. The
W-weighted 2-norm denotes (Ab− d)′W(Ab− d).
The dimensions of matrix A depend on the sample spacing in m and d, and the length
of the RF pulse being designed. Indeed, sample spacing in m and d dictates whether
the system of equations Ab = d would be overdetermined or underdetermined, when no
regularization is applied. We found that it is generally beneficial, in terms of excitation
error evaluated over the continuous spatial domain, to sample d(x) finely (with higher
resolution than that supported by the trajectory) so that the unregularized design problem
Ab = d is overdetermined.
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One can now invoke the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Theorem in non-linear optimiza-
tion theory [88] to solve Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). The theorem states that if b∗ is a regular
point and a local minimizer to the problem, there exists non-negative real Lagrange multi-
pliers {λ∗j}Nt−1j=0 such that for j = 0, ..., Nt − 1,
λ∗j · (|b∗j |2 − C) = 0,(3.11)
and the gradient of the Lagrangian function evaluated at b∗ equals 0 :
∇{‖Ab∗ − d‖2W + βb∗′b∗ +
Nt−1∑
j=0
λ∗j(|b∗j |2 − C)} = 0.(3.12)
Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) have to be solved simultaneously for the optimizer. One can use
commercial optimization packages (for example, Optimization Toolbox in Matlab) to
tackle the problem, although conversion of the problem to a real-valued one may be nec-
essary, and the process can be computationally expensive. If the multipliers are known a
priori, b∗ can be obtained, due to the convexity of the Lagrangian function, via
b∗ = arg min
b
{‖Ab− d‖2W + βb′b + b′Λ∗b},(3.13)
where Λ∗ = diag{λ∗j}. Therefore it suggests that a magnitude-constrained RF pulse can
be designed via
b̂ = arg min
b
{
‖Ab− d‖2W + βb′b + b′Λb
}
,(3.14)
where Λ = diag{λj}, with λj, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1 denoting regularization parameters con-
trolling the magnitude of individual RF pulse samples. Λ is predetermined by the designer,
and does not necessarily equal the optimal Λ∗. One can describe b′Λb as a local regu-
larization term for controling peak RF power, whereas βb′b is the global Tikhonov regu-
larization term, often used in other imaging applications, to control integrated RF power.
Regularization may degrade the fit between the resulting and desired pattern in exchange
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for reducing integrated and peak pulse power. The tradeoff can be tuned by the regulariza-
tion parameters. Slight Tikhonov regularization is generally needed to ensure that pulses
are physically realizable.
For a certain set of regularization parameters, the designed pulse can be constraint-
violating and thus the parameters have to be incremented. One heuristic approach to search
for a good set of parameter values is to iteratively check integrated and peak RF power,
increment β in case of integrated power violation and λj in case of peak power violation
at pulse sample bj , and then redesign with the new parameter values, until the integrated
power is acceptable and the peak power is within amplifier limitation. This “check-and-
redesign” process is sensible, because for practical pulse design problems, the RF power
constraints are often not violated. The peak power constraint violation may occur at very
few time points, if at all. Thus all or most of the regularization parameters can be zero.
In such cases, the heuristic approach is computationally economical because it avoids
simultaneously solving for the optimal pulse and KKT multipliers.
For Eq. 3.14, if the regularization parameter values are fixed, then b̂ = (A′WA +
R)−1A′Wd, where R = Iβ + Λ. This analytical solution involves a matrix inversion,
which is a computationally intensive O(N3t ) operation. To reduce the complexity, we
instead apply the O(N2t ) iterative CG algorithm [16], which converges to the optimal
pulse over iterations. The complexity reduction can be highly significant for design of long
pulses. One can initialize CG with a CP design for a good initial guess. Alternatively, one
can initialize with a zero pulse without loss of excitation accuracy, provided that enough
iterations are used.
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3.3 Simulation and scanner experiments
In this section, I will illustrate the merits of the iterative pulse design method over
CP, using results from Bloch equation simulation and simple scanner experiments. Note,
again, that when off resonance is not considered, CP reduces to the conventional “sample-
the-transform” design method that we discussed in the previous chapter. I will first go
through the general setups of the experiments. Subsequently I will present and discuss the
method and results of individual experiments.
3.3.1 Pulse computations
RF pulses were computed offline with Matlab 6.5 (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). They
were spatially selective in the two transverse dimensions. In all cases, single-shot spiral-
out excitation k-space trajectories [89] were used, with the following gradient parameters:
maximum magnitude = 4 G/cm, maximum slew rate = 18000 G/cm/s, and sampling pe-
riod = 4 µs. Unless otherwise stated in specific experiments, we used a trajectory which
supported 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm resolution, and an excitation field of view (XFOV) of 18 cm
diameter, resulting in pulse duration of 9.01 ms.
The desired patterns had common resolution of 0.25 cm× 0.25 cm. In the simulations,
the desired pattern was a 15 cm × 5 cm block, with magnitude 0.5 (unit magnitude corre-
sponded to 90 degree tip angle), perfectly sharp edges, and 0 phase everywhere. Excitation
error was equally weighted, either within a circular ROI with 20 cm diameter, or an elliptic
reduced ROI, with length of major and minor axes being 18 cm and 12 cm, respectively.
Outside the ROIs were “don’t care” regions assigned with 0 error weighting. This setup
simulated inner volume excitation of a block inside a human skull for spectroscopic imag-
ing [60], for which the elliptic ROI covered the head within the FOV. Desired patterns and
ROIs in the scanner experiments will be detailed in the Scanner Experiments Section.
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The CG algorithm in the iterative method was initialized with a zero pulse, and run for
15 iterations for sufficient convergence. Except in Simulation III, Tikhonov regularization
with β = 2.25 was used to avoid physically unrealizable pulse designs. Off resonance was
considered in Simulation II and Scanner Experiment II. For comparison with the iterative
method, CP was regarded as the standard. DCFs for CP designs were calculated based on
the Jacobian formula [73].
3.3.2 Numerical simulation setup
To evaluate RF pulses, numerical simulations of the Bloch equation were performed
with Matlab. The Bloch simulation was over a 2D grid covering a 20 cm × 20 cm region,
with 0.25 cm × 0.25 cm resolution. Relaxation effects were ignored. In Simulation II,
a field map was incorporated in the Bloch simulator. For each excitation result from the
Bloch simulator (mbl), we calculated the normalized root-mean-square excitation error
(NRMSE) with respect to the desired pattern. NRMSE was defined as ‖mbl−d‖W/‖d‖W.
Note that for both the iterative and CP methods, the same W was used for error calculation,
and it covered the same ROI incorporated in the iterative scheme.
3.3.3 Scanner experiment setup
Scanner experiments were performed on a GE 3 T Signa Scanner (GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI), using a spherical homogeneous water phantom (GE Healthcare). 2D
excitation patterns were imaged by a spin-echo (SE) spiral-out pulse sequence, in which
the slice-selective sinc pulse was replaced by the 2D pulse designs. The 180-degree pulse
was slice-selective, restricting the signal source to one slice. Prescans for ROI and field
map (Experiment II) were acquired by a GRE spiral-out sequence. Eight acquisition inter-
leaves were used in all sequences to minimize the off resonance effect during acquisition.
Other common imaging parameters were as follows: slice thickness = 3.0 mm, FOV = 20
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cm, matrix size = 64×64, TR = 1 s, and TE = 40 ms (SE), 7.6 ms (GRE). In each of the
two experiments, flip angles of patterns being compared were matched via proper scaling
of the pulses. For the 2D pulses, gradient waveforms for excitation were shifted forward
by 145 µs to compensate for the delay between RF and gradient channels. Images were
reconstructed from the scanner data using a fast implementation of the off-resonance com-
pensated CP method [15]. It used field maps estimated from two images acquired with
a TE difference of 2 ms [90]. By using a SE sequence with multiple interleaves and an
off resonance compensated reconstruction scheme, image artifacts due to off resonance
during acquisition were insignificant.
3.3.4 Simulation I: k-space undersampling
Figure 3.1: Within-ROI excitation error resulting from RF pulses designed for spiral trajectories with differ-
ent XFOV (resolution held fixed). For a given trajectory, higher excitation accuracy was achieved
by the iterative method, especially when the trajectory undersampled k-space. Reduction in size
of ROI in the iterative method led to better within-ROI accuracy and higher tolerance of k-space
undersampling. The excitation patterns and pulses at points (i)-(iv) are shown in Fig. 3.2 and
3.3.
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The goal of Simulation I was to compare the CP and iterative methods used in conjunc-
tion with trajectories that undersample excitation k-space. Spiral-out trajectories being
tested covered a fixed range in k-space, while the sampling interval was varied, leading
to XFOV diameters ranging from 10 cm to 22 cm. For each XFOV diameter value, we
computed the corresponding RF pulse designed via CP, and iterative method with either
the circular or elliptic ROI. Gradient and RF pulse waveforms were then fed into the Bloch
simulator, and within-ROI NRMSE was computed.
CP (i) :  Pulse length = 9.01 ms
             NRMSE = 0.18       
CP (ii) :  Pulse length = 6.62 ms
             NRMSE = 0.50        
Iterative with circular ROI (iii) :        
               Pulse length = 6.62 ms      
               NRMSE = 0.28                
Iterative with elliptic ROI (iv):        
              Pulse length = 6.62 ms     
              NRMSE = 0.18               
a b 
c d 
Figure 3.2: Simulated excitation patterns corresponding to points (i)-(iv) in Fig. 3.1, respectively. Interior
regions of the solid lines represent the circular or elliptic ROI. a: Pattern by an adequately-
sampling trajectory and a CP-designed pulse (i). b-d: Patterns by a common trajectory that
undersampled k-space (XFOV = 13 cm), accompanied by pulses designed with CP (ii) or the
iterative method, with different ROI specification (iii,iv).
Fig. 3.1 shows the within-ROI NRMSE versus XFOV diameter for each design method
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Gx (solid)   Gy (dash) 
Conjugate−phase pulse design (ii) 
Iterative pulse design with circular ROI (iii) 
Iterative pulse design with elliptic ROI (iv) 
Figure 3.3: Gradient and RF (magnitude) waveforms used to produce excitation patterns in Fig. 3.2b-d,
corresponding to points (ii)-(iv) in Fig. 3.1. Despite the same gradient waveforms and desired
pattern in use, the RF pulse designs differed significantly. (G: Gauss)
in Simulation I. Compared to CP, the iterative method, regardless of ROI specification,
led to lower within-ROI NRMSE for all XFOV diameter values. When XFOV diameter
was 18 cm (adequate XFOV for our desired pattern), iterative method using the circular
ROI outperformed CP, whereas iterative method using the elliptic ROI outperformed CP
by a slightly larger margin. The margins became significant larger when k-space was un-
dersampled, revealing the excitation accuracy advantage by the iterative method, and the
further benefit of reducing ROI size. With CP, k-space undersampling led to excitation
aliasing within ROI. The iterative method was efficacious in suppressing the aliasing ef-
fect, as the effect was accounted for in the optimization cost function, and thus minimized.
ROI size reduction gave extra degrees of freedom towards better excitation accuracy.
These results also suggest that a given desired excitation accuracy can be achieved with
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a shorter trajectory, using the iterative method instead of CP. The iteratively designed pulse
at (iv) on Fig. 3.1 produced within-ROI accuracy close to the one by CP at (i), but its pulse
length was significantly shorter (6.62 ms at (iv), 9.01 ms at (i)).
Fig. 3.2 shows the excitation patterns corresponding to (i)-(iv) on Fig. 3.1, whereas
Fig. 3.3 displays the gradient and RF (magnitude) waveforms corresponding to (ii)-(iv).
Although the same k-space trajectory was deployed, the design methods produced signifi-
cantly different RF pulses. The iteratively-designed pulse at (iii) had a spike corresponding
to a k-space location close to the origin, which could lead to peak power violation. Simu-
lation III illustrates how regularization can be applied to suppress the spike.
3.3.5 Simulation II: off resonance correction
In Simulation II we compared the design methods’ capability of correcting for off res-
onance during excitation. The Bloch simulator was incorporated with a field map with
flat regions in the center (+60 Hz) and background (-60 Hz), bridged by a linear transition
region (Fig. 3.4). The width of the linear transition region was varied to represent differ-
ent roughness of the field map, with the central +60 Hz region fixed. For each transition
steepness value, we simulated pulses designed with field-map-incorporated CP and itera-
tive method, using either the circular or elliptic ROI. In all cases, NRMSE was evaluated
only within the transition region inside the ROIs.
Fig. 3.5 shows within-ROI NRMSE in the transition region plotted against off reso-
nance gradient magnitude. Pulses designed with CP produced increasingly distorted exci-
tation in the transition region as the region became steeper. The degradation was consistent
with results from other research studies which reported that the analogous CP reconstruc-
tion method could not correct well for rough field maps [16]. On the other hand, iteratively





Figure 3.4: Field map incorporated in the Bloch simulator and design methods in Simulation II.




































Figure 3.5: NRMSE in the transition region within ROI, versus the region’s steepness. As the transition
became more rapid, performance of the CP-designed pulses degraded, whereas the iteratively
designed pulses were relatively immune. Fig. 3.6 shows excitation patterns at points (i)-(iii).
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CP without field map :
         NRMSE = 1.38 
CP with field map (i):
         NRMSE = 0.44 
Iterative with field map, 
circular ROI (ii) :       
         NRMSE = 0.16     
Iterative with field map, 
elliptic ROI (iii) :      
         NRMSE = 0.16     
a b 
c d 
Figure 3.6: a: Simulated excitation pattern by a pulse designed using CP without incorporation of the field
map in the simulator, with transition region at 75 Hz/cm. b-d: Patterns by pulses designed
with field-map-incorporated CP (point (i) in Fig. 3.5) or iterative method, with different ROI
specification (ii,iii). Interior regions of the solid lines represent the circular or elliptic ROI.
performance degraded relatively slowly as the gradient increased. Specification of the
elliptic ROI in the iterative method did not have much effect on excitation accuracy.
Fig. 3.6a shows excitation pattern by a pulse designed with CP without field map incor-
poration, at gradient magnitude 75 Hz/cm. Without field map incorporation, the pattern
was blurred due to off resonance. Patterns underlying (i)-(iii) in Fig. 3.5 are juxtaposed
in Fig. 3.6b-d. In regions with zero off resonance gradient, both design methods led to
apparently equal excitation accuracy. Yet, off resonance gradient in the transition region
differentiated the pulses. It is surprising that degradation in Fig. 3.6b turned out to be
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spatially localized.
3.3.6 Simulation III: RF pulse power management
Simulation III demonstrated the use of regularization for controlling integrated and
peak RF power. The iteratively-designed pulse in Simulation I, with circular ROI, XFOV
= 13 cm and β = 2.25, was treated as the original pulse. In two separate studies, we
attempted to reduce its integrated power by 50% and the peak power by 75%.
For integrated power reduction, the original pulse was redesigned via iteratively incre-
menting β by 1.0 and rerunning the iterative scheme, until the integrated power was below
50% of the original. For peak power reduction, the original pulse was redesigned via iter-
atively locating pulse samples which violated the peak magnitude constraint (50% of the
original peak), incrementing the local regularization parameters {λj} at those violation
points by 1.0, and rerunning the iterative scheme using the updated parameter values, until
the peak RF power was below 50% of the original. As the local regularization parameters
were varied, the original Tikhonov regularization (β = 2.25) was kept.
The NRMSE penalty induced by regularization was compared to that by simply scaling
the original pulse by 1/
√
2 or clipping at half of its maximum magnitude. Fig. 3.7a shows
the original pulse (blue; same pulse as in the third panel of Fig. 3.3), and its redesigned
versions (green, red) with Tikhonov regularization parameter β incremented to 5.25 and
11.25, respectively. Tikhonov regularization influenced the entire pulse, but predominantly
on its early portion corresponding to the proximity of the k-space origin. Thus, we zoom in
the pulses over the first half millisecond. The potentially unrealizable spike in the original
pulse was significantly reduced with β = 5.25. It shrinked by 50% with β = 11.25, as
the integrated power was roughly halved relative to the original pulse. The pulses were
significantly different from scaled versions of the original pulse.
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Figure 3.7: a: The original pulse (blue; same pulse as in third panel in Fig. 3.3) designed with Tikhonov
regularization (β = 2.25). The pulse over the first half millisecond is plotted. Incrementing β
reduced the spike height and integrated pulse power (green, red). b: Original pulse (blue), and
the pulse redesigned with local regularization. Its peak power was about 25% of the original. c:
The local regularization parameters used for the redesigned pulse in b. (Note: pulse magnitude
is plotted in Gauss (G).)
Simulated profiles of these three pulses (at y = 0 cm) illustrated that integrated power
was reduced at a low cost in excitation accuracy (Fig. 3.8). Scaling the original pulse
by 1/
√
2 was effective in cutting the original power by half, but the accuracy cost was
significantly higher than when using Tikhonov regularization (β = 11.25).
Fig. 3.7b illustrates using local regularization for peak power reduction (spike sup-
pression). The original pulse (blue) is juxtaposed with its redesigned version (red) with
roughly 25% of the original peak power, computed iteratively with local regularization
parameters plotted in Fig. 3.7c. Compared to the original pulse clipped at half maximum,
the redesigned pulse was subtly different, and profile simulation (at y = 0 cm) revealed
that it led to significantly better excitation accuracy (Fig. 3.9). Note also that 50% spike
suppression was achieved at a lower cost via local regularization, compared to using the
globally influential Tikhonov regularization.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated pattern profiles at y = 0 cm, created by the original pulse (blue in Fig. 3.7a), the pulses
redesigned with increased Tikhonov regularization (green, red in Fig. 3.7a) and the original pulse
scaled by 1/
√
2. With regularized iterative design method, integrated power (IP) reduction was
achieved with low penalty in excitation accuracy. (Note: IP is in arbitrary units.)
Figure 3.9: Simulated pattern profiles at y = 0 cm, created by the original pulse (blue in Fig. 3.7b), the
pulse (red in Fig. 3.7b) redesigned with local regularization parameters in Fig. 3.7c, and the
original pulse clipped at half maximum. With regularized iterative design method, peak power
(PP) reduction was achieved with a low penalty in excitation accuracy. (Note: PP is in arbitrary
units.)
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These two examples highlight how the optimization design approach modifies each
pulse sample to seek for an optimal tradeoff between pulse power and excitation accuracy.
3.3.7 Scanner experiment I: variable-density trajectory
Variable-density spiral trajectories [74,91], which undersample k-space regionally, can
be useful for pulse length reduction. We investigated whether aliasing could be allevi-
ated when those trajectories were used in conjunction with the iterative design method.
Excitation patterns, produced by an identical variable-density trajectory but different RF











Figure 3.10: Variable-density spiral trajectory deployed in Scanner Experiment I.
deployed adequately sampled excitation k-space near the origin (XFOV = 18 cm), and un-
dersampled by a factor of 2.5 in the high-frequency region (Fig. 3.10). Pulse length was
4.65 ms, and durations of the adequate-sampling and transition (from adequate-sampling
to under-sampling) segments were 1.0 ms and 0.8 ms, respectively. To simulate ROI de-
termination in human scanning, the phantom was prescanned with a GRE spiral sequence
with a slice-selective sinc pulse, and thresholded the resulting image at 0.3 of its maximum
magnitude. CP and (ROI-incorporated) iterative methods were then applied to compute
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two RF pulses for the desired pattern, which was a uniform disc with 6 cm diameter and
sharp edges. Selective excitation of discs is useful in applications such as inner volume
excitation [60] and 2D navigator pulses [92].
Figure 3.11: a,b: Prescanned image and ROI obtained by thresholding, respectively. c: Desired pattern. d:
Measured pattern excited by CP-designed pulse, plagued by aliasing excitation. e: Measured
pattern excited by pulse designed with ROI-incorporated iterative method. Compared to the CP
case, aliasing was significantly alleviated. f: Bloch simulation result of the iteratively-designed
pulse used in e (dash line: ROI).
An ROI was derived from thresholding a prescanned image of the phantom (Fig. 3.11a-
b). Fig. 3.11c-e are respectively the desired disc pattern, and patterns excited by two pulses
designed with the CP and iterative methods. Notice the aliasing effect in the CP pattern
caused by undersampling of the high spatial frequency region, which contained significant
energy due to the sharp disc edges. With the iteratively designed pulse, the aliasing effect
was significantly reduced, although the same trajectory was deployed. It was consistent
with results of Simulation I, and likewise could be explained by inclusion of the aliasing
phenomenon in the optimization cost function being minimized. Bloch simulation of the
iteratively-designed pulse (Fig.3.11f) revealed utilization of the extra degrees of freedom
in the outside-phantom region towards enhanced within-ROI accuracy.
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3.3.8 Scanner experiment II: off resonance correction
This experiment compared the design methods’ capability of correcting for excitation
distortion due to off resonance during pulse application. Three ferromagnetic metal pieces
were attached to the phantom surface to create main field inhomogeneity. With the same
9.01 ms trajectory as in the simulations, one pulse was designed using the iterative method
without field map incorporation, whereas two other pulses were designed using CP and
iterative methods, both with field map incorporation. As in the previous experiment, we
prescanned the phantom and performed image thresholding to determine the ROI. The
resulting excitation patterns were then imaged and compared.
The field map was estimated from two GRE images [90], with TE values of 7.60
ms and 8.60 ms. It was masked with the ROI, and then smoothed using a regularized
weighted least-squares method [93] before incorporation. The desired pattern was an arbi-
trary “stripes” pattern, which covered the entire phantom and demonstrated off resonance
correction well.
Fig. 3.12a-b show the “stripes” desired pattern and the pattern excited by an iteratively-
designed pulse before the three metal pieces were attached to the phantom surface. Fig. 3.12c
shows the field map of the axial plane being imaged, which was inferior to the attached
pieces. It revealed global distortion of the main field. Such field inhomogeneity is com-
parable to, for example, that in brain regions near air cavities in the human skull. The
same iteratively-designed pulse, now applied in a distorted field, excited a distorted pat-
tern (Fig. 3.12d). The field map was then incorporated in the design methods. Fig. 3.12e-f
show patterns excited by pulses designed with field-map-incorporated CP and iterative
methods, respectively. The pattern distortion was significantly alleviated in both cases,
but the iteratively designed pulse performed slightly better, as can be observed at regions
with high off resonance gradient magnitude (white arrows). Accuracy at regions with low
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Figure 3.12: a: Desired excitation pattern. b: Pattern by iteratively-designed pulse, before metal pieces were
attached to the phantom. c: Field map after attachment of the metal pieces. d: Pattern by
pulse in b, distorted due to the inhomogenous field. e: Pattern by pulse designed with CP with
field map incorporation. f: Pattern by pulse iteratively designed, with field map incorporation.
Field correction by the iterative method was slightly better at regions with high off resonance
gradient (white arrows).
gradient magnitude was comparable. These observations were consistent with results in
Simulation II. We expect the benefit of the iterative method to be more prominent when
using longer pulses (for example, the three-dimensional tailored RF pulse in [46]).
3.4 Extensions of the iterative pulse design
In this section, I will discuss how the iterative approach to designing single-coil spatial
pulses can be generalized to other kinds of pulse designs that are facilitated by Fourier
interpretations.
3.4.1 Iterative spectral-spatial pulse design
We have seen that via defining joint SPSP k-space variable kspsp(t) = (k(t), kf (t))T
where kf (t) = 2π(t − T ), and joint SPSP variable r = (x, f)T , we have a Fourier inter-
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Similar to spatially selective excitation, it is straightforward to discretize Eq. 3.15 to Nt
time points and Nr SPSP locations, and write
mspsp ≈ Aspspb(3.16)




Hence, an SPSP pulse can be iteratively designed via:






where dspsp is a vector of desired SPSP pattern samples, and R(b) denotes a general
regularization term that penalizes RF power.
For designing simple 2D SPSP pulses that are slice and spectrally selective (e.g., excit-
ing a slice of water or fat), there is little advantage for iterative design over the conventional
method of separately designing the subpulse shape and spectral envelope (Fig. 2.2). How-
ever, the iterative method is potentially convenient for designs that target highly tailored
spectral selectivity profiles (“spectral editing”). It also facilitates designs with complicated
SPSP desired patterns, which cannot be designed with the conventional method of separate
spectral and spatial designs. However, up to date there is no applications in which such
complicated patterns are needed. In Chapter 6, we will explore a SPSP signal recovery ap-
proach that does involve complicated desired patterns for which the iterative design must
be used.
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3.4.2 Iterative parallel excitation pulse design
The iterative pulse design formulation for a single coil can be generalized for parallel
excitation with multiple transmit coils. Recall from the previous chapter that in the small-
tip-angle regime, the aggregate excitation pattern approximately equals the superposition









where br(t) represents the RF pulse for the rth coil, and sr(x) is its sensitivity pattern,






where m = (m(x0), . . . ,m(xNs−1))T , Sr = diag{sr(x0), . . . , sr(xNs−1)}, br = (br(t0),
. . . , br(tNt−1))
T , and A is the system matrix with elements given by Eq. 3.6. Now, Eq. 3.20
can be rewritten via horizontal concatenation of the matrices SrA and vertical concatena-
tion of the vectors br, r = 1, . . . , R, resulting in:
m ≈
(








It leads to the multiple-coil version of the minimization problem in Eq. 3.14:
b̂full = arg min
bfull
{
‖Afullbfull − d‖2W +R(bfull)
}
,(3.23)
where R(bfull) denotes a general regularization term that is a function of the RF samples.
It can comprise the Tikhonov regularization term βb′fullbfull for integrated power control,
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and/or the local regularization term b′fullΛbfull, where Λ = diag{λj}, j = 0, . . . , R ·Nt−
1, for peak power control. As in the single-coil case, this minimization problem can be
solved iteratively using CG.
This “spatial domain” pulse design method is approximately equivalent to the “fre-
quency domain” method by Katscher et al [65], in the special case that (1) a field map is
not incorporated in A, (2) error weighting is not specified, and (3) Tikhonov regulariza-
tion is used. However, in general, the spatial domain method offers the extra advantages
of ROI specification, field map incorporation, and faster computation. For further details
and experimental results about the iterative parallel excitation pulse design, please read
Ref. [94] that Grissom, I, and other coworkers published.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I have introduced an iterative method to design pulses for single-coil,
small-tip-angle spatially selective excitation. It is beneficial in several ways.
In simulations and scanner experiments, iteratively designed pulses, which were op-
timal with respect to the linear design system model, produced significantly more accu-
rate excitation patterns from the Bloch equation, compared to the conventionally designed
pulses. I found experimentally that this was generally true, despite the fact that iteratively
designed pulses were not optimized with respect to the nonlinear Bloch equation. The
accuracy benefit was particularly prominent when the trajectory undersampled k-space
(either partially or entirely), since aliasing was taken into account by the optimization
scheme when it sought the cost-minimizing pulse. This important feature makes the it-
erative method stand out from non-iterative ones. Secondly, iteratively designed pulses
excited more accurately at spatial regions with large off resonance gradients. This was par-
tially attributable to the obviation of DCF evaluation in the design process. As discussed,
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accurate DCF determination is generally difficult in the presence of large off resonance
gradients, and DCF errors contribute significantly to excitation error. The iterative method
simply does not require the separate task of DCF evaluation.
I have also demonstrated using excitation error weighting for controlling excitation
precision at different spatial regions. With the iterative method, designers can assign zero
weights to “don’t-care” regions and large weights to ROIs. In particular, assigning “don’t-
care” labels to uninteresting body regions, or regions where there is zero or low spin den-
sity (for example, outside-body regions), can boost precision in the ROI.
In addition to precision improvement, the iterative method can potentially lead to shorter
pulse lengths, as undersampled k-space can be used at lower penalty of accuracy. In ap-
plications such as the 3DTRF method, slightly compromised overall excitation precision
may be more tolerable than exceedingly lengthy pulses. Lastly, regularization can be used
to trade excitation accuracy for RF power reduction. The global Tikhonov and local reg-
ularization techniques enable the designer to avoid suboptimal strategies to make pulses
implementable (for example, scaling or clipping). RF power management can be crucial
in pulse design problems in high-field MRI.
The cost of all the benefits above is an increase in algorithm complexity, and thus com-
putational time. However, computational time was only a minor issue for 2D designs. On
our Linux system with a 3.2GHz processor and 2GB memory, the 15-iteration computation
of the pulses in Fig. 3.3 took only 7.07 seconds. However, computational time (and mem-
ory) required for pulse designs for volumetric selective excitation (for example, [46, 70])
could be an issue, particularly when off resonance is taken into consideration. In the next
chapter about the 3DTRF method, I will propose a computational scheme that accelerates
the iterative design significantly.
The iterative method, and its advantages, can be extended to SPSP pulse design, as
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well as generalized to pulse designs for parallel excitation. Although currently there is no
applications that necessitate iterative SPSP pulse design, it fosters new applications such
as the SPSP signal recovery method in Chapter 6. On the other hand, iterative pulse design
for parallel excitation has already received considerable attention in the parallel excitation
research community. It has been the chosen design method in studies of major research
groups (for example, Refs. [95, 96]).
CHAPTER 4
Advanced three-dimensional tailored RF pulse for signal recovery
This chapter is based on materials from Ref. [97].
4.1 Introduction
In the beginning chapter I have reviewed several categories of solutions to the sig-
nal loss problem in T ∗2 -weighted BOLD fMRI. Amongst those solutions, Stenger et al.’s
3DTRF method [46] stands out to be an appealing candidate for further research and de-
velopment for routine use. Its advantages include the facts that it does not interfere with
scanning parameters, it does not require multiple subimage acquisitions, and it does not re-
quire placement and calibration of extra shimming hardware. However, there are technical
hurdles to overcome before 3DTRF signal recovery becomes reality in functional stud-
ies. The major problem is that the 3DTRF pulses are exceedingly long, hampering fMRI
temporal resolution. The accuracy of slice selection is poor, because of slice volume dis-
tortion in brain regions where the field is highly inhomogeneous (where the 3DTRF pulses
are supposed to be deployed). Also, the original version postulated in Ref. [46] is an of-
fline pulse design – computation does not occur online using in-vivo field inhomogeneity
information. It is questionable whether the design process, if field inhomogeneity is to be




In this chapter I am going to introduce an advanced version of the 3DTRF method that
attempts to address these technical challenges. The central component is a novel trajec-
tory in 3D excitation k-space, which provides better k-space sampling efficiency and hence
leads to significantly shorter pulses. It also provides slice profiles that are less susceptible
to off-resonance distortion. Designed with the iterative pulse design method introduced in
the previous chapter, the 3DTRF pulses account for resonance frequency offsets measured
in a separate scan. It leads to improvement in slice selection accuracy and signal recov-
ery effectiveness. To accelerate the design process, we propose a computational scheme
analogous to the so-called time and frequency segmentation methods in image reconstruc-
tion [15, 16, 98, 99]. It makes the 3DTRF method potentially practical for routine fMRI
experiments. Towards the end of the chapter we will demonstrate signal recovery with the
advanced 3DTRF pulses, in both phantom and human head.
4.2 Synopsis of the 3DTRF method
Let us begin with generalizing the 3DTRF method [46] for an arbitrary field offset
pattern. Assuming a 2D imaging scheme, let x,y denote the in-plane dimensions, and
z the slice selection direction. Define r = (x, y, z)T , and let ∆B(x, y, z) denote the
BMS-induced inhomogeneous field. When imaging at slice location z0, the through-plane
differential phase variation at in-plane location (x, y) responsible for signal loss can be
described by
φ(x, y, z; z0) = −γTE[∆B(x, y, z)−∆B(x, y; z0)],(4.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and ∆B(x, y; z0) are the mean field offsets around z0
in the through-plane direction, defined by
∆B(x, y; z0) =
∫




where p(z) is the slice profile. The mean offsets cause in-phase evolution of spin signals,
and therefore do not contribute to through-plane dephasing. For T ∗2 contrast, TE needs to
be relatively long (typically 30 - 50 ms), and consequently this phase variation is rapid in
regions with large field variation. MR signals that originate from integration of spins in
those regions are lost due to phase cancellation during readout.
The goal of the 3DTRF method is to precompensate for this through-plane phase vari-
ation in the excitation stage. In the ideal case, a 3DTRF pulse excites a slice-selective
volume, d, with the negative of the phase pattern in Eq. 4.1 embedded:
d(r; z0) = p(z − z0) · exp(−ıφ(x, y, z; z0)) .(4.3)
This preemptive phase pattern, if realized, would cancel out the through-plane dephasing
during TE , and spins would be in phase when the center of acquisition k-space is sampled
at TE . Signal loss would thus be mitigated. Although the 3DTRF method described here
precompensates only for through-plane dephasing, generalization for in-plane dephasing
correction may be possible.
4.3 Iterative pulse design
A 3D spatially selective excitation pulse is to be designed iteratively for exciting such a
phase-precompensating slice volume. We need to first specify the discrete desired pattern
by sampling the ideal one, d(r; z0), over a 3D Cartesian grid (criteria for adequate sam-
pling of d(r; z0) will be discussed in the Implementation section). Let di = d(ri; z0), i =
0, ..., Ns − 1 be the desired pattern samples over the 3D Cartesian grid, and define com-
plex vector d = (d0, ..., dNs−1)T . Using the iterative pulse design, complex 3DTRF pulse
samples, b̂ = (b̂0, ..., b̂Nt−1)T , can be computed via solving the following unconstrained
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minimization problem:






where A is an Ns ×Nt system matrix with elements given by Eq. 3.6 in Chapter 3. R(b)
denotes a general penalty function that, if defined as βb′b and b′Λb, can be used to
control integrated and instantaneous RF pulse power, respectively. These power penalties
can be tuned through parameters β and Λ = diag{λj}, j = 0, ..., Nt−1. The minimization
problem can be solved iteratively using CG.
Incorporating off resonance effects in the system matrix (Eq. 3.6) is crucial in context
of the 3DTRF method, because the pulses are relatively long and are deployed in brain re-
gions with severe field inhomogeneity. Unfortunately, in doing so, the Fourier relationship
between excitation pattern and k-space is ruined. The efficient FFT cannot be used directly
in mappings between excitation pattern and k-space, as needed in CG [16]. Acceleration
techniques are needed for the computational time of the design problem to be practical, as
addressed in a subsequent section.
4.4 An echo-volumar trajectory
The effectiveness of the RF pulse designed via Eq. 4.4 depends greatly on the choice of
k-space trajectory in Eq. 3.6. Aiming at high sampling efficiency and excitation accuracy,
we can tailor an appropriate 3D trajectory for the 3DTRF method.
The 3DTRF method has to meet high demands in the slice selection direction. The
pulses need to have XFOV in z wide enough to cover the range over which MR signals
can arise, and excitation resolution fine enough for rendering rapid phase variations and
narrow slice profiles. In contrast, the in-plane requirements are relatively less stringent,
because in-plane excitation resolution can be low due to the smooth in-plane variation of
the desired pattern. The stack-of-spirals trajectory in Ref. [46], which “phase-encodes”
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in z, and “frequency-encodes” in x, y, is suboptimal for the 3DTRF method. While it
can efficiently support high in-plane XFOV and resolution, it is inefficient in meeting
demanding z-direction requirements. Also, phase-encoding in z produces slice profiles
vulnerable to off-resonance distortion.
Figure 4.1: EV trajectory in 3D excitation k-space, used in the following phantom experiment. It frequency-
encodes in the slice-selection direction, and phase-encodes in-plane.
We propose a novel trajectory in 3D excitation k-space that frequency-encodes in z
and phase-encodes in x, y (Fig. 4.1). It traverses back and forth along the kz direction.
Such traversal can be produced by an oscillative z gradient waveform, subject to the max-
imum gradient magnitude and slew rate constraints (Fig.4.2b). The oscillative z gradient
can be trapezoidal, sinusoidal, or of any other shape so long as it provides the desired
oscillative kz locus. In between the forward and backward kz traversals, x and y gradi-
ent blips are deployed to take the trajectory to predetermined phase-encoding locations in
kx, ky (Fig. 4.2a). As a result, the 3D trajectory cyclically sweeps kz (in either positive or
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negative direction) at a particular kx, ky location, and then migrates to another one. The
cycle continues until the trajectory visits kx, ky = (0, 0), and finally lands on the origin of
excitation k-space. Such a 3D trajectory resembles the one used in blipped echo-volumar
imaging (EVI) [100], and hence we coin it an echo-volumar (EV) trajectory, as extension
of the echo-planar trajectories in the pulse design literature (for example, [101]).

















































   












Figure 4.2: 3DTRF pulse used in the following phantom experiment. a: x- (black) and y- (gray) gradient
waveforms that produce the kx, ky displacements of the EV trajectory in Fig. 4.1. b: z-gradient
waveform that produces the kz sweeps. c,d: 3DTRF pulse (magnitude and phase) iteratively
designed with the trajectory in Fig. 4.1. The magnitude spike close to pulse end corresponds to
the trajectory’s visit to excitation k-space origin. This 3DTRF pulse is 15.4 ms long.
The EV trajectory eliminates the problem of “excitation sidelobes” in the z direction as
reported in Ref. [46], because during the kz traversals, RF and z gradient waveforms are
essentially played out “continuously” in the coils after digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion.
Frequency-encoding in z also enables efficient coverage of a wide kz range, which directly
leads to significant pulse length reduction. It also provides slice profiles that are less
vulnerable to off-resonance distortion.
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4.4.1 Determination of phase-encoding locations
Using a fine Cartesian grid of phase-encoding locations in kx, ky would be an inefficient
sampling strategy that leads to lengthy pulses. Instead, one can pick a modest set of
locations, judiciously chosen to help minimize the cost function in Eq. 4.4. The trajectory
can adapt to the desired pattern by traversing the highest-energy regions of its spectrum
in excitation k-space. One intuitive strategy is to set the N phase-encoding locations to
be the kx, ky coordinates corresponding to the N largest values in the desired pattern’s






i = 0, ..., Nx − 1, j = 0, ..., Ny − 1,(4.5)
where D denotes the 3D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the adequately sampled de-
sired pattern, and Nx, Ny, and Nz are the numbers of samples in the three spatial dimen-
sions.
When off resonance is incorporated in the design process, determining the locations
based on the power spectrum of the following “modified desired pattern” generally leads
to lower cost (Fig. 4.3):
d̃i = di · eı∆ω(ri)T , i = 0, ..., Ns − 1.(4.6)
This modification partially accounts for the off-resonance phase evolution during pulse
deployment, and leads to better choice of phase-encoding locations. Further optimization
of the encoding locations will be discussed in Chapter 5.
In the presence of field inhomogeneity, ordering of the trajectory’s visit to phase-


















Figure 4.3: Phase-encoding locations in kx, ky determined as the locations corresponding to the highest
magnitudes in the discrete kx, ky power spectrum (underlying, in logarithmic gray scale) of the
“modified desired pattern”. They are visited by the EV trajectory, which traverses back and forth
along kz , in a “spiral-in” order (solid line).
at k-space center (kx, ky = (0, 0)) and its proximity should be visited last, so that de-
phasing and decay of those encoding components is minimized. The EV trajectory can
therefore “spiral in” from the high-frequency region toward the center (Fig. 4.3). Such
ordering also leads to relatively good off-resonance resilience of the resulting excitation
pattern.
4.5 Accelerating the iterative design
4.5.1 Motivation for fast computation
In an fMRI session, 3DTRF pulses for loss-plagued slice locations need to be designed
online after a separate field map scan. Therefore, the design process must be reasonably
fast. However, solving Eq. 4.4 (with non-zero field map) using CG is computationally
demanding, especially in the 3D case with large numbers of desired pattern and pulse
samples.
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The computational bottleneck in each CG iteration lies in the backward and forward
projections: A′e(n), where e(n) = d−Ab(n), and Ab(n) (superscript (n) denotes the nth
iteration). When a field map is not incorporated in A (i.e., ∆ω(ri) = 0), these multipli-
cations can be computed efficiently with the non-uniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT)
algorithm and its adjoint, respectively [102]. NUFFT involves an O(κNs logNs) FFT and
an O(JNt) interpolation at its core, whereas its adjoint involves O(JNt) interpolation fol-
lowed byO(κNs logNs) inverse FFT. Here, J is the number of neigboring samples used in
interpolation, and κ is the upsampling factor of spatial samples [102]. The NUFFT algo-
rithm and its adjoint provide a huge computation saving when compared to the O(NsNt)
exact evaluation of the matrix-vector products. However, when field map is incorporated,
matrix A is no longer a Fourier transformation matrix. As a consequence, the fast algo-
rithms cannot be used directly.
An analogous computational issue has been well addressed in the context of off-resonance-
compensated image reconstruction. Using the time segmentation [15, 16] and frequency
segmentation [98,99] methods, reconstruction can be sped up significantly via approxima-
tions to the frequency offset exponential term in the magnetic resonance signal equation,
and the subsequent use of the efficient (NU)FFT algorithm. These segmentation meth-
ods, in the context of CG-based reconstruction, have recently been generalized in [17].
The analogy between reconstruction and small-tip-angle pulse design suggests that simi-
lar segmentation techniques can be applied to accelerate the 3DTRF pulse design process.
4.5.2 Framework of segmentation for pulse design
Based on Ref. [17], all of the known approximations to the off-resonance exponential




pilqlj, i = 0, ..., Ns − 1, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1(4.7)
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for various choices of the L pairs of spatial and temporal functions, {pil, qlj}, l = 1, ..., L.
L is the number of “segments”, which determines the approximation accuracy. Note that
the exponent in Eq. 4.7 has positive sign, and the space and k-space indices are swapped,
in contrast to that in the MR signal equation. Ref. [17] describes methods for choosing pil
and qlj , corresponding to the temporal interpolators and segments in the time segmentation
method, and frequency segments and interpolators in frequency segmentation. In particu-
lar, the histogram-based, least-square time segmentation approach [17] is summarized in
the next section.
Consider the formula of multiplying A with generic RF pulse vector b. After substi-
tuting Eq. 4.7 into Eq. 3.6 and rearranging, the ith element of the product is










and in matrix form,




where Pl = diag{pil}, Ql = diag{qlj}, G is an Ns × Nt adjoint NUFFT matrix with
elements gij = eık(tj)·xi , and S = diag{ıγ∆t · e−ı∆ω(ri)T}. Eq. 4.9 depicts the following
steps in approximating the multiplication:
1. For l = 1, ..., L:
(a) Multiply RF pulse samples with qlj, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1.
(b) Apply adjoint NUFFT to qljbj .
(c) Multiply adjoint NUFFT output with pil, i = 0, ..., Ns − 1.
2. Sum the output of the L data branches.
3. Multiply the sum by ıγ∆t · e−ı∆ω(ri)T .
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Figure 4.4: Segmentation framework for fast and accurate approximation of generic m = Ab.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. It can be handled efficiently using L adjoint
NUFFT calls, and with good choices of pil and qlj , a small L (4-8 for typical field maps in
human head) is usually sufficient for the approximation in Eq. 4.8 to be accurate. There-
fore this procedure is significantly faster than the O(NsNt) direct implementation of Ab.
Similarly, multiplication of A′ with generic spatial vector e can be approximated with L
NUFFT calls. The complexity reductions in each CG iteration lead to significant acceler-
ation of the 3DTRF pulse design process.
4.5.3 Histogram-based, least-square time segmentation
Let me summarize, in the segmentation framework for pulse design acceleration, the
histogram-based, least-square time segmentation approach [17] in deriving pil, i = 0, ..., Ns−
1, and qlj, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1. Define uniform time samples τl, l = 1, ..., L, within the pulse
duration, and form L temporal segments, pil = eıω(ri)τl , l = 1, ..., L. Now, the goal is
to determine temporal interpolator, qjl, that we pair up with the l-th segment. Suppose
the histogram of the field map, ∆ω(ri), has K bins, and ωk and hk are the center and
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occurrence frequency of the k-th bin 1. Define matrices
E = {ekj}, ekj = eıωktj ,(4.10)
P̃ = {p̃kl}, p̃kl = eıωkτl ,(4.11)
Q̃ = {qlj},(4.12)
H = diag{hk},(4.13)
where i = 0, ..., Ns − 1, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1, k = 1, ..., K, and l = 1, ..., L. The L temporal
interpolators can be computed by the following histogram-weighted least-square formula:
Q̃ = (P̃′H2P̃)−1P̃′HE.(4.14)
The l-th row in Q, qlj, j = 0, ..., Nt − 1, is the temporal interpolator to be paired with
segment pil, i = 0, ..., Ns − 1. The L pairs are to be used in the segmentation framework.
Readers should refer to Ref. [17] for elaboration on this approach and alternative options.
4.6 Implementation
In this section, I elaborate on the field map acquisition and implementation of the
3DTRF pulse design process. Parameter values used in the experiments presented in the
subsequent section will also be given.
4.6.1 Scanning for field map
To acquire a field map, a separate scan was performed, in which two multi-slice 2D
GRE image sets with an echo time difference, ∆TE [90], were obtained. ∆TE should be
small enough so that no phase evolution during the period exceeds ±π. The field map, in
Hz, was estimated by dividing the phase difference between the two image sets by 2π∆TE .
1Occurrence count of the frequency offset at ri could be weighted by the error weighting, Wi.
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The prescribed slices should be thin and dense enough to capture the phase variations
through the target slices in the actual fMRI study. In-plane resolution can be relatively low.
FOV in z should cover the slice locations at where 3DTRF pulses are targeted. In fact, field
map coverage larger than the target range is beneficial for off resonance compensation in
the design. To exclude fat signals from the pulse design process, fat presaturation was
applied to attenuate the fat signals. We thresholded the magnitude images to obtain masks
covering only the brain, and then applied the masks to crop out the fat regions in the
field map (i.e., assign 0 Hz everywhere except within the brain). The masked map was
smoothed in the next step.
In the phantom and human experiments, field maps were acquired with a 2D GRE
spiral-out sequence, with common parameters as follows: slice thickness = 0.1 cm, number
of slices = 40, flip angle = 60◦, FOVxy = 24 cm, matrix size = 64 × 64, TR = 2 s, TE = 6.8
ms, number of interleaves = 4, and ∆TE = 1 ms.
4.6.2 3DTRF pulse design
Fig. 4.5 summarizes the 3DTRF pulse design process with the field map and its associ-
ated magnitude images as input. First, regularized in-plane smoothing was applied to the
masked field map [103]. The procedure denoised the field map, and extrapolated it into
image gaps and background. We then smoothed the field map in the z direction with a
1D Hanning kernel. The magnitude images, which would be used to determine the ROI,
were smoothed with a 2D Hanning kernel. This smoothing ensured that the ROI covered
brain regions with low signal intensities. Subsequently, the smoothed field map and mag-
nitude images were interpolated onto the lattice grid on which the desired pattern would
be specified.
There are several considerations in choosing the desired pattern grid. First, the sam-
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart of the 3DTRF pulse design process, with field map and corresponding magnitude
images as input.
pling rates in each spatial dimension should at least match the spatial frequency bandwidth
of the continuous desired pattern (Eq. 4.3). Therefore, sampling in z should be fine be-
cause of the rapid through-plane phase variation and narrow slice profile, whereas coarser
sampling in x, y is allowable, because usually the phase of the desired pattern is smooth
in-plane. Second, the sampling ranges in the three dimensions must cover the entire vol-
ume of interest, implying that the grid has to cover a wide range of z from which MR
signals can arise.
Sampling parameters of the desired pattern in our experiments were as follows: FOV =
24 cm × 24 cm (x, y) × 12.8 cm (z), with spacings 1 cm × 1 cm (x, y) × 0.1 cm (z).
Desired pattern specification
For the slice targeted for recovery, we selected a set of processed 2D field maps cor-
responding to the subslices that constituted the target slice. From these field maps, the
complex desired pattern was formed based on the discretized version of Eqs. 4.1, 4.2 and
4.3. TE was defined as the interval between pulse end and time of acquisition k-space ori-
gin. Zeros were assigned to desired pattern grid locations outside the slice volume. Finally,
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regardless of the target slice location, the desired pattern was specified centered in the z
dimension. Slice placement off the iso-center can be achieved by frequency modulation
implementable in the pulse sequence.
In both of the experiments, the desired pattern had Gaussian-shaped slice profile with
full-width half maximum (FWHM) = 0.5 cm and tip angle = 30◦. TE = 30 ms.
Trajectory and ROI determination
We then proceeded to determine the k-space trajectory based on the field map and de-
sired pattern. We determined the phase-encoding locations from the spectrum of the mod-
ified desired pattern (Eq. 4.6). The trajectory’s kz coverage should be large enough for the
required slice thickness and through-plane phase variation. Thresholding the interpolated
magnitude images generated the ROI that covered the brain where excitation accuracy was
important. This threshold should be lower than the one for fat region exclusion, so that
brain regions with low signal intensity are included in the ROI.
In the experiments, gradient trapezoids were compliant to the maximum gradient mag-
nitude and slew rate constraints, which were 40 mT/m and 150 T/m/s, respectively. We
used 25 phase-encoding locations and kz coverage of [-2.65,+2.65] cm−1, resulting in
pulse length = 15.4 ms. A “spiral-in” ordering of the phase-encoding locations, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.3, was adopted.
Iterative pulse design
After determining the field map, desired pattern, trajectory, and ROI, the 3DTRF pulse
was designed iteratively with CG, implemented with Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) on a 3.2 MHz Pentium workstation. Tikhonov regularization (with small β)
was applied to avoid unrealizable pulse designs. In case of pulse power violation in the
final design, one can cyclically increment regularization parameters (β and Λ) and run
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extra CG iterations [77], until pulse power is within acceptable range. In the experiments
presented here, an ad hoc penalty function of the form αb′ · diag{kx(tj)2 + ky(tj)2} ·
b was added to Eq. 4.4, which smoothed the in-plane excitation pattern. Similar to β
and Λ, α is a design parameter. To accelerate the design as proposed, we precomputed
temporal interpolators for the segmentation scheme as described in the Appendix, and
NUFFT interpolators based on Ref. [102]. The interpolators were stored and utilized in
each CG iteration.
The 3DTRF pulses in the experiments were designed with 50 CG iterations, β = 1,
λi = 0, all i, and α = 5000 (with trajectory samples in cm−1). RF pulse computation
was accelerated with the histogram-based, least-squares time segmentation method. There
were 8 bins in the field map histogram (K = 8), and 4 temporal segments at uniform
intervals (L = 4). For the NUFFT algorithm [102], 4 neighbors for interpolation (J = 4)
and an upsampling factor of 2 (κ = 2) were used in all three dimensions.
The outputs of the design process were magnitude and phase waveforms for the RF
envelope to be frequency modulated, accompanied by gradient waveforms underlying the
3D trajectory. These waveforms were incorporated into the pulse sequence.
4.7 Phantom and human experiments
Scanner experiments were conducted on our GE 3 T Excite MRI scanner (GE Health-
care, Milwaukee, WI, USA), with a head coil for both transmission and reception. The
phantom experiment was performed on a spherical homogeneous water phantom. A healthy
volunteer participated in the human experiment, approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Michigan, after providing informed consent. In both phantom
and human experiments, high-order shimming was performed prior to field map acquisi-
tion. Gradient and RF waveforms were shifted slightly to compensate for delays between
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the RF and gradient channels. 2D images were reconstructed using the off-resonance-
compensated conjugate-phase method [15].
4.7.1 Signal recovery in phantom
The goals of the experiment were (1) to demonstrate signal recovery using a 3DTRF
pulse in a homogeneous water phantom; (2) to image the slice volume excited by that
3DTRF pulse, using a 3D imaging sequence. With the slice volume image, we evaluated
fidelity of the magnitude and phase profiles of the excited slice.
To induce an inhomogeneous field, a small piece of ferromagnetic metal (half piece of
staple) was attached to the phantom surface, 6 cm inferior to the imaging plane at isocenter.
The created inhomogeneous field led to signal loss in a GRE image at iso-center, acquired
with a conventional 3.2 ms-long, Hanning-windowed, sinc-shaped (with 1 sidelobe) RF
pulse that was selective for a 5-mm slice. The other imaging parameters were as follows:
spiral-out acquisition with matrix size 128 × 128, FOV = 24 cm, 8 interleaves, TE = 30
ms, TR = 1 s, and flip angle = 30◦ (matched with the 3DTRF case). The use of small pixel
size and multiple interleaves minimized image artifacts due to in-plane dephasing and
the phase error during acquisition. Therefore, through-plane dephasing was the dominant
cause of signal loss.
We subsequently attempted to recover the lost signals with a 3DTRF pulse. We scanned
the phantom for field map and designed a 3DTRF pulse, as described above. The sinc
pulse in the GRE sequence was replaced by the 3DTRF pulse, with the same imaging
parameters. The image acquired with the 3DTRF pulse was compared with that acquired
using the sinc pulse.
In a separate scan, with metal still attached and shim values unchanged, the slice vol-
ume excited by the 3DTRF pulse was imaged using a 3D SE stack-of-spirals sequence.
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The sequence was identical to the 2D GRE sequence with 3DTRF pulse, except for an
additional 180◦ pulse midway between the end of 3DTRF pulse and start of the spiral ac-
quisition, a z gradient blip for phase-encoding (Fig. 4.6), and a shorter TR (300 ms). The
180◦ pulse rewound the off-resonance-induced phase evolution, so that the magnetization
pattern at the beginning of acquisition would be identical to that at the end of the 3DTRF
pulse. In the experiment, the z gradient blip provided a 4-cm FOV in z, with 1-mm reso-
lution. The 180◦ pulse selectively excited a 4 cm slab centered at the iso-center. 3D image
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Figure 4.6: Spin-echo, stack-of-spirals sequence used to image the slice volume excited by the 3DTRF pulse.
Fig. 4.7a shows estimated field maps interpolated to the desired pattern grid, for nine
1-mm subslices around the iso-center (z = 0). The maps revealed global main field inho-
mogeneity, while the anterior phantom region, superior to the metal attachment, exhibited
significant frequency offsets (white “hot spot”). Map of the z-direction field gradient
(Fig. 4.8a) was estimated via linear regression of the through-plane field variation. At
the hot spot, the gradient was around −15 × 10−2 mT/m, a typical value measured in the
ventral brain at 3 T.
The desired phase pattern (Fig. 4.7b, only the central nine subslices are shown) was
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Figure 4.7: a: Field maps on 1 mm subslices around the iso-center, revealing a “hot spot” of off resonance
at the anterior phantom region (white). b: Desired phase pattern. c,d: Slice volume excited by
the 3DTRF pulse, as imaged by the 3D sequence. The images provided evidence for fidelity of
the slice-selective magnitude profile, and good match between the desired and achieved phase
pattern. Slice profiles at locations A-C are plotted in Fig. 4.9. (a.u.: arbitrary units)
subsequently derived from the differential field map and TE . It contained rapid, approx-
imately linear through-plane phase variation at the hot spot, and minimal phase variation
near the phantom center. Note that the pattern shown in Fig. 4.7b was masked by ROI’s
covering only the phantom. Finally the complex desired pattern was formed by embedding
that phase pattern in a Gaussian profile with FWHM = 5 mm. Together with the field map,
the desired pattern gave rise to 15.4-ms gradient waveforms (Fig. 4.2a) that produced the
EV trajectory in Fig. 4.1. A complex RF pulse (Fig. 4.2b,c) was computed with CG in 257
seconds.
With the sinc pulse, signal loss was observed at the hot spot (Fig. 4.8b), predominantly
caused by the through-plane field gradient (Fig. 4.8a). In contrast, the 3DTRF pulse ex-
cited the slice with signal recovered at the hot spot, while SNR at the remaining phantom
regions was undiminished (Fig. 4.8c). Images of the slice volume, as captured by the
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Figure 4.8: a: Through-plane field gradient map at the iso-center, estimated from linear regression on field
maps of phantom subslices. b: GRE image plagued by signal loss. c: GRE image with signal
recovery using a 3DTRF pulse.
Figure 4.9: Magnitude and phase of slice profiles at locations A-C in Fig. 4.7. (a.u.: arbitrary units)
3D sequence (Fig. 4.7c (magnitude), and d (phase)), indicated that the 3DTRF pulse in-
deed excited a 3D precompensatory phase pattern as intended. The imaged phase pattern
(Fig. 4.7d) matched the desired one closely. The desired phase variation at the hot spot
was achieved, whereas the phase through the phantom center remained coherent. Addi-
tionally, in the magnitude image of the slice volume, no excitation beyond the slice profile
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at iso-center was observed (not shown). The magnitude profile appeared centered and ap-
proximately Gaussian. Fig. 4.9 shows the magnitude and phase profiles at three different
in-plane locations (A-C), confirming fidelity of the excited slice volume. One can observe,
from the phantom images and profiles, that SNR uniformity was slightly compromised
with the 3DTRF pulse. Non-uniformity occured particularly at regions with rapid in-plane
transition in field map and desired phase. Nevertheless, slight SNR non-uniformity could
generally be tolerated in fMRI.
4.7.2 Signal recovery in vivo
The goal of the human experiment was to show that the 3DTRF method was effective
in the human head, in which the field variations were more complex than in the homo-
geneous phantom. For both the sinc and 3DTRF pulses, the same GRE sequence as in
the phantom experiment was used, except that only two spiral interleaves were used for
image acquisition. The field map acquisition and 3DTRF pulse design were as described
previously for the phantom experiment. Brain images obtained with the 3DTRF pulses
were compared to those with sinc pulses.
The structural brain image obtained at iso-center with a spoiled gradient recall (SPGR)
sequence (Fig. 4.10a) contained structures (for example, thalamus and closing of the lat-
eral ventricles) that indicated an inferior brain slice location. With sinc pulse excitation,
the GRE image at the same location was plagued by signal loss (Fig. 4.10c). Signals from
the inferior frontal cortex (IFC) were almost completely lost. Through-plane linear regres-
sion on the field maps of subslices resulted in a gradient map as shown in Fig. 4.10b, in
which the regions of high gradient magnitudes were consistent with regions of signal loss.
Fig. 4.10d shows the image acquired using a 3DTRF pulse, computed in 260 seconds.
Signals from the IFC was significantly recovered, while those from other brain regions
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remained mostly unaffected.
Figure 4.10: a: SPGR image of an inferior brain slice. b: Through-plane field gradient map of the slice. c:
GRE image plagued by signal loss. c: GRE image with signal recovery using a 3DTRF pulse.
4.8 Discussion
Several important advances have been introduced to the original 3DTRF method re-
ported in [46]. We have introduced the new EV trajectory that enables accurate and fine
slice selection. It avoids excitation sidelobes [46], and therefore obviates complimentary
techniques for sidelobe removal, such as the asymmetric spin echo (ASE) method [104].
The EV trajectory, which is adaptive to the desired excitation pattern, is also efficient in
sampling the desired pattern’s spectrum in k-space, significantly reducing pulse length.
We also adopt the iterative pulse design method, which allows frequency offset compensa-
tion for enhanced excitation accuracy. The pulse design process is greatly accelerated by
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the segmentation framework from the image reconstruction literature [15–17,98,99]. With
orchestration of all the new components, successful signal recovery was demonstrated in
a relatively thin (5 mm) slice in both phantom and inferior brain, using 3DTRF pulses
that were only 15.4 ms long. Note that for the same slice thickness, the original design ap-
proach would require either very long pulses (> 100 ms) [46] or multi-shot excitation [75].
In our phantom experiment, we also showed good fidelity in the magnitude and phase of
the excited slice volume, even in regions where the field was inhomogeneous.
4.8.1 Temporal resolution and SNR advantages
The advances represent a major step toward a fully effective 3DTRF method for routine
fMRI studies in loss-plagued brain regions. Indeed, the method is attractive compared to
other popular methods such as z-shimming [24] and thin slice acquisition [23], in terms of
temporal resolution and SNR of the fMRI time series.
To see the advantage in fMRI temporal resolution, consider a time series acquired using
a single-interleave 2D GRE sequence, covering a specified FOV in z with N slices. Rel-
ative to the baseline case with sinc pulse for slice selection, the 3DTRF method demands
that the minimum sampling interval in the time series (∆Tmin) increases by N · s, where s
is the extra time needed for deploying a 3DTRF pulse in lieu of the sinc pulse. In contrast,
for the same z coverage, n-step z-shimming or n-time slice thickness reduction results in
an increase of ∆Tmin by a factor of n. Therefore, given that s is short (12.2 ms in our
experiments), the temporal resolution cost of the 3DTRF method can be much lower than
that of z-shimming or slice thickness reduction.
The method also has a relative SNR advantage. Relative to the baseline SNR for a
given slice thickness attainable in a loss-free brain region, a composite image formed from




composite image formed from n z-shimming steps also has a lower average SNR, by a
factor depending on the number of z-shimming steps and the step size. With the 3DTRF
method, the baseline SNR can be preserved at image regions not plagued by signal loss,
whereas SNR at loss-plagued regions can be comparable, provided that signal recovery
there is nearly complete. However, SNR uniformity across image can be affected slightly,
even at regions that are originally not plagued by signal loss (see Fig. 4.8).
4.8.2 Limitations
The currently proposed 3DTRF method is effective in signal recovery under two con-
ditions. First, the target phase pattern has to be smooth in the in-plane dimensions because
of the scarcity of phase-encoding locations. Recovery efficacy is limited when there are
multiple regions of signal loss (for example, on a slice with loss caused by both the air-
filled middle ears and sinuses). One might be tempted to add phase-encoding locations
to pursue the necessary in-plane excitation variability. Unfortunately, additional phase-
encoding, implemented via extra pulse segments appended to the beginning of the original
pulse, becomes increasingly marred by the off-resonance dephasing up to the pulse end.
As a result, the addition become less and less “usable” by CG in approximating the de-
sired pattern. This “phase-encoding ceiling” exists even though the dephasing is modeled
in the design and accounted for. The ceiling poses a limit on the in-plane variability that a
3DTRF pulse can possibly render.
Note that the dephasing that causes the ceiling is proportional to both the phase ac-
cumulation time and frequency offset magnitude. Large frequency offsets impose low
phase-encoding ceilings, potentially leading to insufficient in-plane encoding for success-
ful recovery. Therefore, the second critical condition for successful recovery is that the
magnitude of frequency offsets is not too large (below 75 Hz at 3 T). Large frequency off-
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sets are devastating to the in-plane excitation accuracy, though the effect in the z direction
is minimal.
Strategies to break through the phase-encoding ceiling will enable signal recovery at
multiple image regions, in the presence of large frequency offsets. Any prospective ap-
proach to the 3DTRF method must provide encoding capability that is less vulnerable to
dephasing. Toward this goal, parallel excitation can potentially be beneficial. Alterna-
tively, successful signal recovery with the current design approach can be accomplished
over the entire brain, if frequency offsets are somehow reduced. The localized intraoral
and external shimming methods [39–41] were demonstrated to be effective in improving
overall field homogeneity. The 3DTRF method, if applied in concert with those shim-
ming techniques, could potentially provide the intricate corrections that gross localized
shimming fails to do.
CHAPTER 5
Joint design of trajectory and RF pulse
This chapter is based on materials from Ref. [105].
5.1 Why joint design?
Recall that in the advanced 3DTRF method, the phase encoding locations in kx-ky
plane are predetermined based on the DFT of the desired pattern, after which the RF pulse
is iteratively designed. The choices are confined to the discrete spatial frequency locations
at which the DFT is defined. An interesting question is: instead of choosing from discrete
locations, would choosing the encoding locations from the entire continuous kx-ky plane
be advantageous, in terms of excitation accuracy and pulse power management? If so,
how can those locations be determined? Because the design cost function (Eq. 4.4) is not
separably dependent on the encoding locations and RF pulse, it is inadequate to optimize
the encoding locations and RF pulse in separate steps. It motivates a new design process
that jointly optimizes the encoding locations and RF pulse.
In fact, this problem is encountered in the general pulse design for single-coil and
parallel excitation. In the common pulse design methods, one predetermines the gradient
waveform (hence, k-space trajectory), and subsequently designs the corresponding RF
pulses for a given desired excitation pattern. Such trajectory predetermination is indeed
unnecessarily restrictive, because the desired pattern is known completely prior to design,
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unlike the analogous data acquisition process in which the object (and its spectrum) is
unknown a priori. It is likely that by jointly designing the trajectory and RF pulses, we
might be able to exploit the design freedom to a fuller extent. The extra freedom could be
channeled towards excitation accuracy improvement and/or pulse power reduction. Such
benefits may be particularly significant in parallel excitation at high speedup factors, when
the design problem becomes increasingly ill-posed, and “a proper interplay between the
coil sensitivity profiles and the involved trajectories has to be found.” [106].
There are surprisingly few studies on joint trajectory and pulse design in the literature.
Hardy et al. [85] jointly optimized the gradient and RF waveforms for 2D single-coil
selective excitation. They expressed both the gradient and RF waveforms as Fourier series,
and applied simulated annealing to seek the Fourier coefficients that globally minimized
the excitation error. For designing single-coil large-tip-angle pulses, Levin et al. [107]
approximated the spiral trajectory by concentric circles and jointly optimized their radii
together with the RF pulse.
In this chapter, we will explore a new framework of joint trajectory and pulse design,
suitable for the 3DTRF method and general pulse design for single-coil or parallel excita-
tion. We propose that the joint design can be implemented as an alternating optimization
process of trajectory parameters and RF pulses. In each iteration, the pulse optimization
problem is solved using CG, followed by a simple update of the trajectory parameters
using gradient descent (GD). The cost function gradient, with respect to the trajectory
parameters, can be computed efficiently using an analytical formula. This design pro-
cess is efficient and produces trajectory and RF pulses that minimize the cost function
locally. By Bloch equation simulation, We will explore the benefits of applying the joint
design concept to parallel excitation and the single-coiled 3DTRF method. It turns out
that for parallel excitation, joint designs can excite target patterns with significantly im-
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proved accuracy and/or reduced total integrated pulse power, compared to designs with
predetermined trajectories. However, for the 3DTRF method, jointly designing the pulse
and phase-encoding locations only improve excitation accuracy marginally. The benefit
was insufficient to break through the limitations that we encountered in our 3DTRF exper-
iments.
5.2 Alternating optimization
The joint design framework is an extension of the iterative pulse design method in
Chapter 3. Consider the general case of pulse design for R-coil, small-tip-angle spa-
tially selective excitation in 2D, without loss of generality. When R = 1, it corre-
sponds to the single-coil design problem which the 3DTRF method involves. Let br =
(br(t0), . . . , br(tN−1))
T be complex RF pulse samples for the rth coil, r = 1, . . . , R, and
kx(φx) = (kx(t0; φx), . . . , kx(tN−1; φx))
T , ky(φy) = (ky(t0; φy), . . . , ky(tN−1; φy))T be
the excitation k-space trajectory parameterized by φx = (φx1, . . . , φxL)T , φy = (φy1, . . . ,
φyL)
T , respectively. Let A(kx(φx),ky(φy)) be the pulse design system matrix as a func-
tion of the trajectory samples, and Sr = diag{sr(x0), . . . , sr(xM−1)} be sensitivity pattern
samples of the rth coil. The trajectory and RF pulses can be jointly designed via solving
the following minimization problem:
(φ̂x, φ̂y, b̂1, . . . , b̂R) = arg min
φx,φy ,b1,...,bR
Ψ(φx,φy,b1, . . . ,bR)(5.1)
where the cost function, Ψ, comprises total weighted squared excitation error and total
integrated pulse power terms:












With Eq. 5.1, one seeks the trajectory parameters and RF pulses that produce an excita-
tion pattern close to the desired pattern, d = (d(x0), . . . , d(xM−1))T , with the secondary
objective of reducing the total integrated power. These two objectives are balanced by
regularization parameter β. Note that other regularization terms can be devised to control
peak power and trajectory smoothness. W is a diagonal matrix containing error weights
for defining ROI.
Eq. 5.1 can be implemented as the following alternating minimization process:
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y ,b1, . . . ,bR)(5.4)
end
In words, by fixing the RF pulses from the nth iteration, we obtain the (n + 1)th up-
dated trajectory parameters via Eq. 5.3; and subsequently by fixing the (n+1)th trajectory
parameters, we design the (n + 1)th optimal RF pulses via Eq. 5.4. This alternating min-
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R ), are to
be deployed on a parallel excitation system.
Both of the RF and trajectory optimization problems are constrained. The integrated
and peak power constraints on the pulses can be handled via regularization [94]. On the




y ) via Eq. 5.3, we must ensure that the result-
ing trajectory satisfies the peak gradient amplitude and slew rate limits. Thus, Eq. 5.3 is
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constrained by
|D1kx(φx)| 6 Gmax, |D2kx(φx)| 6 Smax,
|D1ky(φy)| 6 Gmax, |D2ky(φy)| 6 Smax,(5.5)
where D1 and D2 are first and second order time-derivative operators, and Gmax, Smax are
the peak gradient amplitude and slew rate, respectively. These constraints can be handled
with special strategies of trajectory parameterization that will be discussed in the following
section.
The pulse design problem (Eq. 5.4) can be solved efficiently using CG ; whereas the
trajectory optimization (Eq. 5.3) is a much more difficult nonlinear minimization problem,
with many local minima in its cost function. It is possible to find its global minima using
simulated annealing [85] or direct search methods such as Nelder-Mead [108]. However,
the computational cost of these algorithms is very high, rendering them unsuitable for the
online joint design problem in which Eq. 5.3 has to be solved repetitively.
We can, instead, solve Eq. 5.3 by applying the GD algorithm, and running it for a small































where ∇φxΨ,∇φyΨ denote gradients of the cost function with respect to φx,φy, and α
is a scaling factor on the update step. This CG-GD implementation of joint design leads
to a set of locally optimal trajectory parameters and RF pulses, that potentially excites
with higher accuracy and lower pulse power than a conventional design. Note that it is




We can reduce the dimension of the trajectory optimization problem via trajectory pa-
rameterization, provided that the number of parameters (L) is smaller than the number of
trajectory samples (N ). Also, using smooth basis functions may help enforcing the trajec-
tory smoothness constraints (Eq. 5.5). However, the obvious drawback is that our search
is limited to a subspace of the original space of all implementable trajectories.
One parameterization strategy is to express kx and/or ky in terms of time-shifted basis









Here, hx(t), hy(t) are basis functions and ∆t is a time shift. In matrix form,
kx(φx) = Hxφx, and/or
ky(φy) = Hyφy,(5.8)
where Hx,Hy are matrices whose columns are the time-shifted basis samples. By in-
voking the chain rule, we can easily relate the cost function gradients with respect to the







Now, to obtain the trajectory update direction in the GD step, all we need are expressions
for the gradients with respect to the trajectory samples.
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5.4 Deriving the cost function gradients
Because of the special form of system matrix A, the cost function gradients, with re-
spect to kx and ky, can be derived algebraically. Let us define length-M error vector
e = d−
∑R
r=1 SrA(kx(φx),ky(φy))br, and length-N temporal vector
px = ∇kxΨ
= ∇kx‖e‖2W.(5.10)
The jth element of px is
pxj = 2Re{e′Wqxj},(5.11)













































These two expressions provide a fast means of computing the trajectory updates in the
joint design process.
5.5 Application to echo-planar pulses for parallel excitation
Echo-planar (EP) RF pulses have been used widely in parallel excitation [66, 109].
Analogous to EP imaging, those pulses are designed with EP trajectories in excitation k-
space that “frequency-encode” in one spatial dimension and “phase-encode” in the other.
Accelerated EP trajectories under-sample the phase-encode dimension (ky), and the re-
sulting aliased excitation is resolved by the blurring effect of the Fourier transforms of
the sensitivity patterns in k-space (due to the convolution process [65]), which leads to
deposition of RF energy in between the phase-encoding lines.
An interesting question is whether non-uniform phase-encoding locations would be
superior to uniform ones as used in [66, 109], in terms of excitation accuracy and total
integrated pulse power. In fact, it has been shown that non-uniform encoding in EP par-
allel imaging improves image quality [110]. If non-uniform phase-encoding were indeed
favorable in excitation, the optimal encoding locations would depend on the desired exci-
tation pattern and sensitivity patterns specific to the experiment. The proposed joint design
approach can be used to compute locally optimal phase-encoding locations and RF pulses.
Consider joint design with an EP trajectory, k(tj) = (kx(tj), ky(tj)), j = 0 . . . N − 1,
for R-coil parallel excitation. One way to parameterize the trajectory is to approximate
ky(tj) as a sum of time-shifted rectangular (rect) functions, and leave kx(tj) unparame-
terized. Let φy = (φy0, . . . , φy(L−1))T be phase-encoding locations, TPE be the duration
of one phase-encoding line, and define rect function h(t) = 1 for t ∈ [0, TPE], and 0
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or in matrix-vector form, ky(φy) ≈ Hφy, where H is a matrix whose columns contain
samples of time-shifted rect functions. Provided that the y gradient blips underlying the
phase-encoding are within the peak gradient and slew rate limits, this parameterization
ensures that the constraints (Eq. 5.5) are satisfied, resulting in a virtually constraint-free
joint design. Now, one is ready to jointly design φy and br, r = 1, . . . , R .
5.5.1 Simulation setup
We implemented the joint design of phase-encoding locations and EP pulses for a four-
coil (R = 4) parallel excitation scenario, and compared it to a conventional design [94]
using predetermined trajectory. EP trajectories with uniform phase-encoding were used
to initialize the joint design, and as the predetermined trajectories for the conventional
design. By 2D Bloch simulation (FOV = 24 cm × 24 cm, matrix size = 64 × 64), we in-
vestigated the benefits of optimizing phase-encoding locations in the joint design, in terms
of excitation accuracy and total integrated power. All pulse designs and simulations were
performed with Matlab R2006a (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 3.4 GHz Pentium
workstation with 2 GB memory. The uniform EP trajectories, used for joint design initial-
ization and conventional design, under-sampled in the ky dimension. They supported 1-cm
excitation resolution in both x and y. We varied their phase-encode spacing, which was
inversely proportional to y-direction excitation FOV (XFOV) ranging from 4 to 12 cm. It
corresponded to a range of speedup factors, as defined in [94], from 6 down to 2. We com-
pared the design methods at each speedup factor, anticipating that the joint design would
be particularly beneficial in some particular range. All EP trajectories were produced by
x, y gradient blips that complied with the peak gradient and slew rate constraints, which
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Coil 1 Coil 2
Coil 3 Coil 4
Figure 5.1: Smoothed sensitivity patterns (magnitude, in a.u.) used in pulse designs and Bloch simulations.
were 4 G/cm and 15000 G/cm/s, respectively. Sampling period was 4 µs. We compared
the design methods for two desired excitation patterns. The first one was a 10 cm × 5
cm “horizontal block” of uniform 15-degree tip angle and zero phase, defined in a 24 cm
× 24 cm FOV with matrix size of 64 × 64. The second pattern was a “vertical block”
obtained by rotating the horizontal block by 90 degrees. Four out of eight of the complex
receive sensitivity patterns (Fig. 5.1) of a head coil array (Intermagnetics, Latham, NY,
USA) were acquired as described in Ref. [94], and treated as transmit sensitivity patterns
in both pulse designs and Bloch simulations. Relative weight of excitation error to pulse
power in the cost function was matched for the conventional and joint designs (β = 4000).
The ROI was derived via thresholding the body-coil phantom image (acquired for sensi-
tivity map estimation). Off resonance effects were ignored in the pulse designs. In each
alternation of the joint design, we ran 5 CG iterations for pulse design (Eq. 5.4) and 1 GD
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trajectory parameter update (Eq. 5.3), until convergence was reached (when current cost
function value in CG was 99.9% of the previous one). We used the same convergence
criterion for halting the conventional design. Each joint-design CG process was initialized
by the pulse designed in the previous alternation (except in the first alternation, CG was
initialized with a zero pulse). The scaling factor on the GD step was set small enough to
ensure convergence (α = 5.2× 10−4).
5.5.2 Results
Fig. 5.2 compares the joint and conventional design methods, at different speedup fac-
tors, in terms of (a) normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of the Bloch-simulated
excitation pattern; (b) total integrated pulse power of all channels; (c) cost function (Eq. 5.2)
value when the methods reach convergence; and (d) computational time for the methods
to reach convergence.
For the horizontal block desired excitation pattern (black solid lines), the joint design
outperformed the conventional design in a range of high speedup factors – the jointly
designed pulses achieved higher excitation accuracy and their total integrated power was
lower (Fig. 5.2a,b). Fig. 5.3 shows Bloch-simulated excitation patterns (magnitude) of the
designs, at XFOV = 5 cm to 8 cm. The performance advantages diminished at low speedup
factors. The superiority of the joint design at high speedup factors could be attributed to the
lower cost function values that it attained (Fig. 5.2c), at the cost of increased computational
time (Fig. 5.2d). Fig. 5.4a shows the uniform EP trajectory (at XFOV = 6 cm) used
in the conventional method (and for initializing the joint design), and the non-uniform
one that the joint design converged to. The joint design evidently adjusted the phase-
encoding locations so that the central region of the desired excitation pattern spectrum
(Fig. 5.4, underlying) became better sampled, leading to the observed excitation accuracy
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Conventional design (Horizontal block)
Joint design (Horizontal block)
Conventional design (Vertical block)
Joint design (Vertical block)
a b
c d
Figure 5.2: Based on Bloch simulations, performance of the joint and conventional design methods are com-
pared at different speedup factors. With cost in computational time, joint designs are often ad-
vantageous over the conventional designs, in terms of excitation accuracy and total integrated
pulse power. This cost-benefit tradeoff is dependent on the choice of desired excitation pattern
(in parentheses).
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Figure 5.3: Bloch-simulated excitation patterns (magnitude) by conventional and joint designs at high
speedup factors. Adjustments of the phase encoding locations in the joint design lead to im-



























Figure 5.4: EP trajectories with uniform phase-encoding used in the conventional method, and EP trajecto-
ries with encoding locations adjusted by the joint design method (XFOV = 6 cm). The adjust-
ments, which are dependent on the specific desired excitation pattern, lead to improvement in
excitation accuracy and reduction in total integrated pulse power. The improvement is particu-
larly prominent at high reduction factors. (underlying: desired excitation pattern spectrum)
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improvement and pulse power reduction.
We repeated the Bloch simulations for the vertical block desired excitation pattern
(Fig. 5.2, red dashed lines), with identical design and simulation parameters. It was inter-
esting that the previously observed margin in excitation accuracy at high speedup factors
vanished, while a margin in total integrated power still existed, although it was smaller
compared to the horizontal block case (Figs. 5.2a, b). The cost function values that the
methods attained were now close for all XFOVs, although the joint design still required
significantly longer computational time to reach convergence (Figs. 5.2c,d). One can see,
at XFOV = 6 cm for example, that the conventionally and jointly designed trajectories
were almost identical (Fig. 5.4b). It suggested that the uniform phase encoding locations
were in fact close to being locally optimal for this desired excitation pattern.
5.6 Application to 3DTRF pulses
The joint design framework can also be applied to 3D pulse design problems, such
as the 3DTRF pulse design (single-coil). The echo-volumar (EV) trajectory used in the
3DTRF design (Fig. 4.1) can be parameterized in a similar fashion as for the EP trajectory.
Let us represent the x− and y− components of the trajectory by a complex function of
time: kxy(tj) = kx(tj) + ıky(tj), j = 0, . . . , N − 1. Define complex in-plane phase-
encoding locations, φ = (φx0 + ıφy0, . . . , φx(L−1) + ıφy(L−1))T = (φ0, . . . , φL−1)T ∈ CL.





where h(t) is the rect function and TPE is the duration of one kz traversal. In matrix form,
we can write kxy(φ) ≈ Hφ, where H is a matrix whose columns contain samples of
time-shifted rect functions. Now, the 3DTRF pulse and its phase-encoding locations can
be jointly designed.
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Jointly designed 3DTRF pulses were evaluated via Bloch simulations. Compared to the
baseline 3DTRF pulse designs described in Chapter 4, joint designs were able to achieve
slightly higher excitation accuracy with respect to the desired pattern. The improvements
were marginal, though. Disappointingly, the joint design approach could not help to break
through the major performance limitations of the 3DTRF pulses. Joint designs were still
unable to excite accurately enough, when there were multiple regions of signal loss, or
when the resonance frequency offsets were large. Computational time for the joint de-
signs were also overwhelmingly long due to the alternating optimization process, even
though the number of CG iterations in the pulse optimization step (Eq. 5.4) could be re-
duced significantly compared to the baseline case. It renders joint 3DTRF pulse design
impossible for online computation.
5.7 Discussion
In this chapter we have proposed a framework for joint design of trajectory and RF
pulses for single-coil or parallel excitation. Compared to conventional designs with pre-
determined trajectories, joint designs can often excite target patterns with significantly im-
proved accuracy and/or reduced total integrated power. The improvements are particularly
prominent in parallel excitation at high reduction factors. The benefits come at modest
expense of computational time, which could be affordable in practice. The cost-benefit
tradeoff depends on the specific desired excitation pattern, and in fact, sensitivity patterns
as well (results not shown).
The joint design concept was originally conceived for more flexible choices of phase-
encoding locations in the single-coil 3DTRF pulse design. Disappointingly, its benefits are
minimal and it cannot help breaking through the performance limitations of the original
design. Besides, computation of 3D joint design is too high for online 3DTRF pulse
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design.
Stability of the current joint design implementation (i.e., whether it converges to a local
minimum or diverges) is sensitive to the threshold of cost function ratio in CG for declar-
ing convergence (we used 99.9% in our simulations), and to a larger extent, the scaling
factor on the GD step (α). To ensure convergence in the EP pulse design, we experi-
mented with the technique of optimization transfer [111] for updating the phase-encoding
locations – the step was determined via constructing a quadratic surrogate function that
lied above the original cost function, and minimizing it instead of the original cost. This
approach guarantees a monotonic decrease in the cost function, effectively preventing di-
vergence. However, implementation of optimization transfer in the joint design requires a
large amount of computation, which increases the total joint design computational time.
Thus, it may not be favorable for online design purposes.
Besides EP and EV trajectories, the joint design framework can be applied to vari-
ous non-Cartesian trajectories. One can, for example, expand a spiral trajectory in basis
functions such as splines, and jointly optimize the spline coefficient and RF pulses. How-
ever, the coefficients have to be updated without violating the peak gradient and slew rate
constraints (Eq. 5.5), rendering the trajectory update a constrained optimization problem.
CHAPTER 6
Spectral-spatial pulse for signal recovery
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, I introduced an advanced version of the 3DTRF method. We demon-
strated successful signal recovery in a thin slice in both phantom and human head, using
3DTRF pulses as short as 15.4 ms. However, the method failed to provide satisfactory
recovery under relatively “harsh” imaging conditions. First, it could not simultaneously
recover multiple regions of signal loss, which typically appear in slices close to both the
air-filled middle ears and sinuses. Second, the magnitude of frequency offsets in the slice
volume could not be too large (>75 Hz at 3T). These two limitations render the 3DTRF
method inadequate for imaging the most inferior regions of the brain.
The joint design framework was an attempt to break through these limitations. Unfor-
tunately, when applied to 3DTRF pulse design, its performance benefits were marginal and
its computational cost was overwhelming. As discussed at the end of Chapter 4, another
potential solution is to apply parallel excitation to the 3DTRF method. Thanks to localized
transmit coil sensitivity patterns, parallel excitation can provide improved in-plane selec-
tivity compared to using only one coil. It will potentially make in-plane phase-encoding
with the echo-volumar (EV) trajectory more effective, resulting in fewer phase-encoding
locations and hence shorter pulse length. The performance limitations can potentially be
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relaxed. However, the introduction of parallel excitation is bound to increase the com-
plexity of the 3DTRF pulse design. The online pulse design time, which was already
overwhelmingly long in the single-coil case, will further increase by multiple folds. Con-
sequently, the method will become even more impractical. In addition, for parallel exci-
tation, extra pre-scans will be necessary for acquisition of the transmit coils’ sensitivity
maps. Combined with the field map pre-scans, the time required for all the pre-scans can
be burdensome.
This predicament motivates a new RF pulse design approach for precompensating the
through-plane dephasing. Ideally, the new approach will be able to recover signals over
the entire brain, including the most inferior brain slices with multiple loss regions and
high frequency offsets. Also, it would be desirable if the new pulses do not need to be
computed online using the field map acquired from pre-scans. In the ideal case, the pulses
can be computed offline prior to the fMRI experiment. A collection of pulses designed with
different parameter values can be precomputed and stored. Based on field maps acquired
currently or from training data, or possibly just based on speculation, a subset of those
pulses can be pulled out and deployed at different slice locations. If all these are realized,
pulse computational time will no longer be a concern.
To achieve these goals, we need a totally new mechanism for prescribing precompen-
satory phase variations where they are needed. Perhaps, the new pulse design can give
up reliance on information about where dephasing spatially occurs (i.e., based on field
maps) for adequate precompensation. Instead, it can rely on other quantities that indicate
through-plane dephasing. In this chapter we are going to explore such an indicator, and
how it can be exploited for signal recovery. Instead of spatially selective pulses, the new
method involves sophisticated SPSP pulses that need to be designed iteratively. I will
elaborate on the method’s basic principles, and subsequently investigate its feasibility for
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practical use.
6.2 The correlation assumption
The new signal recovery pulse design relies on a fundamental assumption: on each in-
dividual slice, there is strong spatial correlation between resonance frequency offset and
through-plane magnetic field gradient. If it is true, frequency offset can serve as an in-
dicator for through-plane dephasing. Indeed, correlation between frequency offset and
through-plane field gradient can often be observed in axial GRE images of the human
head. Fig. 6.1 (left) shows field map of a 1-mm slice close to the sinuses and its corre-
sponding through-plane gradient map estimated via regression (data from human scanning
experiment in Chapter 4). Structure of these maps is similar – voxels with high frequency
offsets and through-plane gradients are both concentrated at the anterior brain region, with
significant overlapping. Scatter plot of the two quantities (Fig. 6.1, right) reveals strong
linear correlation.
If this assumption of frequency offset indicating through-plane dephasing is valid, it
can be exploited by selective excitation pulses for the purpose of signal recovery. One
can conceive a 2D SPSP pulse that is (1) spatially selective for exciting a slice profile,
and at the same time, (2) spectrally selective for prescribing precompensatory through-
plane phase variation with rate being a function of frequency offset. In essence, such an
SPSP pulse creates through-plane precompensatory phase based not on the prior knowl-
edge of where dephasing occurs (as for 3DTRF pulses), but instead on the assumption that
through-plane dephasing occurs where resonance frequency is off. A collection of SPSP
pulses, designed with different rate of through-plane phase variation per frequency offset,
can be computed offline (prior to the experiment) and stored for repetitive use. In the actual
functional experiment, for each slice location, an SPSP pulse is retrieved for deployment
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based on the characteristics of the field map acquired online. The choice can also be made
based on field maps collected during training, or possibly, just based on speculation. With
the latter two options, online field map acquisition can even be abandoned. Note that since
the gradient-offset relationship varies from slice to slice, different SPSP pulses have to be
applied to different slice locations.














































Figure 6.1: Field map of a 1-mm slice through the inferior brain, juxtaposed with its corresponding through-
plane field gradient map. Voxels with high offsets and through-plane gradients both reside at the
anterior brain region, with significant overlapping. Scatter plot reveals correlation between the
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the effects of an SPSP signal recovery pulse on on- and off-resonance voxels. Upon
excitation, through-plane magnetization within the on-resonance voxel flips down and acquires
the same phase, as indicated by the circles on the desired pattern. Through-plane magnetization
within the off-resonance voxel flips down but acquires different phase values, as can be read off
from the squares on the desired phase pattern. Ideally, this phase variation will precompensate
for the through-plane dephasing after the pulse ends and hence signal loss will be recovered.
6.3 Principles of SPSP signal recovery
Figure 6.2 shows a desired SPSP excitation pattern that is potentially efficacious for sig-
nal recovery. Its magnitude pattern is specified for slice selection at the iso-center (z = 0).
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Because the slice profile is defined over a wide range of frequency offsets, magnetization
in the slice volume flips down with the intended tip angle, as long as its resonance fre-
quency is within the specified range. The desired phase pattern comprises through-plane
phase variations with rate proportional to frequency offset. Depending on its spatial po-
sition (z) and frequency offset (f ), magnetization flips down to the transverse plane with
various phase values, without regard to its in-plane location (x, y). A voxel of magnetiza-
tion on resonance at all intra-voxel z positions get excited with through-plane phase values
as indicated by the circles on the desired pattern (Fig. 6.2). The through-plane spins are
excited in phase and therefore contribute constructively to the voxel intensity. Meanwhile,
an off-resonance voxel with a spread of frequency offsets within (offset-gradient correla-
tion assumed) picks up through-plane phase values such as those indicated by the squares.
Phase precompensation is accomplished if these phase values match the negative of those
caused by through-plane dephasing.
Let us derive a formula for such an SPSP pattern as shown in Fig. 6.2. Assume, as
in the 3DTRF case, a 2D GRE imaging scenario. When imaging at slice location z0
in the presence of an inhomogeneous main field with offsets ∆B(x, y, z), through-plane
dephasing that occurs during the time between RF pulse end to acquisition of k-space
origin (TD) can be described with the first-order through-plane phase variation1 :
φ(x, y, z; z0) = −γTDgz(x, y)(z − z0),(6.1)
where gz(x, y) = d∆B(x, y, z0)/dz denotes through-plane field gradient evaluated at z0.
1Note that there is a subtle difference between TE and TD . TE is the time period in which mesoscopic spin dephasing
(Chapter 1) accumulates and gives rise to BOLD contrast. The accumulation starts as soon as magnetization is flipped
down onto the transverse plane (at some point during the pulse). In the basic case of excitation using sinc pulse, for
example, spins flip down approximately at the middle of the pulse, and hence TE starts counting from that time instance
to k-space origin acquisition time. On the other hand, TD is strictly defined as the amount of time allowed for phase
evolution after the RF pulse is over, up to the time when k-space origin was sampled. In the case of a 3DTRF pulse with
its peak almost at the pulse end, TE approximately equals TD . It is not generally true with complicated tailored pulses
which flip spins down way before pulse end.
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Phase precompensation entails selective excitation of a slice volume with negative of this
phase pattern embedded:
d(x, y, z; z0) = p(z − z0) · exp(−ıφ(x, y, z; z0)),(6.2)
where p(z − z0) is the slice profile centered at z0. If frequency offset and through-plane
field gradient are correlated, we can approximately express the field gradient as a function
of field offset, gz(f), instead of a function of space. In particular, if the correlation is
linear:
gz(f) ≈ αf,(6.3)
with α being a proportionality constant. It is a design parameter that we tune to create ad-
equate precompensatory phases. Now a desired SPSP pattern can be defined by replacing
gz(x, y) in Eq. 6.1 with αf . Equation 6.2 becomes:
dspsp(f, z; z0) = p(z − z0) · exp(ıγTDαf(z − z0)) .(6.4)
An SPSP pulse with this f -z response is potentially efficacious for precompensation of
through-plane dephasing.
Unfortunately, with non-zero α values, this desired SPSP pattern is not attainable, be-
cause it is physically impossible to render positive phase variations along the spectral
dimension2. To make the pattern in Eq. 6.4 attainable, we have to introduce a z-dimension
shift (zshift):
dspsp(f, z; z0) = p(z − z0) · exp(ıγTDαf(z − z0 − zshift)),(6.5)
such that the phase variations along f are always non-positive within the slice (z ∈ [z0 −
W/2, z0 + W/2], where W is the slice thickness). A good choice of zshift is −W/2. It
2One can see it mathematically: the phase in the spectral encoding factor exp[2πıf(t − T )] in the SPSP k-space
equation (Eq. 2.11) is always negative function of f , since t ∈ [0, T ].
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leads to zero phase variation along f at z = z0−W/2, and the phase variation rate along f
at z = z0 + W/2 is kept to a minimum possible. This choice fosters shortest pulse length
for a given desired pattern. Now this attainable desired pattern (e.g., Fig. 6.2) is to become
the target for SPSP pulse design.
6.4 Iterative SPSP pulse design
Selective excitation of the SPSP pattern in Eq. 6.5 is facilitated by the SPSP k-space
concept discussed in Chapter 2. Because of the special form of this desired pattern, the
conventional method of separate designs of spatial subpulse and spectral envelope (Section
2.6.2) is not applicable. Iterative SPSP pulse design (Section 3.4.1) must be used. For
iterative design, we specify the discrete desired pattern via sampling the continuous pattern
(Eq. 6.5) over the f − z plane (criteria for adequate sampling will be discussed in the
Implementation section). As in the 3DTRF case, the samples are columnized into a vector
(dspsp), and an SPSP pulse can be iteratively designed via the following minimization
problem (Eq. 3.18):






where Aspsp is a system matrix whose elements are given in Eq. 3.17 in Chapter 3, and
R(b) denotes a general regularization term that penalizes RF power.
The k-space trajectory used in the system matrix is a critical design component that
affects how well the desired pattern is attained. One can adopt the oscillatory z gradient
waveform (Fig. 2.2) used in conventional SPSP pulse design. There are several criteria
in choosing the parameters of the oscillatory trajectory. First, the kz coverage has to be
wide enough, so that the slice profile specifications are met and the z-dimension phase
variations in the desired pattern can be rendered. This consideration sets a lower limit on
the area of each trapezoid in the oscillatory gradient. Second, the kf coverage has to be
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wide enough so that the f -dimension phase variations in the desired pattern can be created.
It sets a lower limit on the duration of oscillation. Lastly, the oscillation frequency has to be
sufficiently high, such that kf is sampled densely enough. It assures that the f -dimension
excitation aliasing is not too severe, facilitating design accuracy in the ROI in f -z space.
Determining the right oscillation parameters involves finding a balance amongst meet-
ing these criteria, while keeping the trajectory as short as possible. Notice that the larger
α is in the desired pattern (Eq. 6.5), the more rapid the f -dimension phase variations be-
come, and consequently the pulse has to be longer to render them. This explains why
setting zshift to −W/2 fosters the shortest pulse length possible for a given α – it leads to
the slowest maximal phase variation along f at z = z0 + W/2, while guaranteeing there
are no unattainable positive variations along f at other z locations within the slice.
6.5 Implementation
This section discusses implementation issues in designing SPSP pulses for signal re-
covery. It also contains parameter values actually used in the designs in this chapter.
6.5.1 Desired pattern specification
The complex desired SPSP pattern was specified via sampling Eq. 6.5 over the f -z
plane. There are several considerations in choosing the sampling grid. First, in the z
dimension, sampling has to cover the entire range of z from which MR signals can arise.
It implies that zeros have to be padded to all of the out-of-slice spatial locations. In the f
dimension, the sampling range should contain the range of frequency offsets present in the
entire subject head. Sampling intervals in both f and z have to be small enough, so that
the slice profile and phase variations along either dimension are adequately represented
according to the Nyquist criterion.
For all the pulses designed for the phantom and human experiments, the sampling range
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was 500 Hz (f ) × 20 cm (z), with matrix size 300 (f )× 1200 (z). The other common
parameters were as follows: slice profile was rectangular with width = 5 mm, flip angle =
30 degrees, and zshift = 2.5 mm (half of the slice thickness, as recommended). For testing
purposes, a collection of eleven SPSP pulses were designed using α values ranging from
−1×10−4 to−3.5×10−4 G/cm/Hz, at−0.25×10−4 G/cm/Hz intervals. They had lengths
ranging from 8.35 to 16.02 ms, depending on trajectory parameters (discussed below). In
all cases, TD was assigned to be TE (pulse sequence parameter) minus half of the pulse
length. The desired SPSP pattern for α = −2× 10−4 G/cm/Hz is shown in Fig. 6.3 (Note
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Figure 6.3: Desired SPSP excitation pattern (α = −2× 10−4 G/cm/Hz) for signal recovery. Note that only
the central 3 cm in z is shown (the rest is zero-padded).
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6.5.2 Trajectory and ROI specification
k-Space trajectories were produced by oscillatory z gradient waveforms, with gradient
trapezoids compliant to the maximum gradient and slew rate constraints, which were 40
mT/m and 150 T/m/s, respectively. According to the rationale discussed previously, we
manually determined trajectories in an ad hoc fashion based on Bloch simulations of the
designs. For the eleven pulses with decreasing α values from -1×10−4 to -3.5×10−4
G/cm/Hz, we defined trajectories with increasing oscillation periods (2.5 to 3 ms) and
increasing number of cycles (6 to 10). It resulted in pulse lengths ranging from 8.35 to
16.02 ms. The ROI, specified via matrix W in Eq. 6.6, covered the entire f -z region over
which the desired pattern was specified.
6.5.3 Iterative pulse design
SPSP signal recovery pulses were designed via solving Eq. 6.6 with 100 CG iterations,
which was sufficient for full convergence. No regularization was applied to the cost func-
tion (i.e., R(b) = 0). To speed up computation, the forward and backward projections in
the CG routine were handled using NUFFT [102], which used a table-based, min-max in-
terpolator (with Kaiser-Bessel scaling) using 8 neighbors and an upsampling factor of 2 in
both the spatial and spectral dimensions. A hamming window (function of kz) was applied
to suppress ripples in the slice profile caused by Gibbs phenomenon. The iterative pulse
designs, implemented with Matlab on a 3.4GHz Pentium workstation with 2 GB mem-
ory, took 94.71 to 103.10 s for completion. Figure 6.4 shows the 11.48-ms SPSP pulse
designed with α = −2 × 10−4 G/cm/Hz, oscillation period = 3 ms, and 3.5 oscillation
cycles.
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Figure 6.4: The SPSP pulse designed for the desired pattern shown in Fig. 6.3, accompanied by its oscillatory
z gradient (upper panel).
6.6 Phantom and human experiments
We conducted scanner experiments to evaluate our SPSP pulse designs. They were
performed on our GE 3 T Excite MRI scanner (GE Healthcare, WI, USA), with a head
coil for both transmission and reception. In the first stage experiments were performed on
a spherical homogeneous water phantom. Afterwards, signal recovery was tested in the
actual human head. A healthy volunteer participated in the human experiment, approved
by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Michigan, after providing informed
consent. As discussed in the previous section, we designed and stored eleven SPSP pulses
with different α values prior to the experiment. Each pulse was designed with slightly
different trajectory parameters and therefore had different lengths. In both phantom and
human head, we attempted signal recovery via manually choosing one of the SPSP pulses
from our collection. Note that as in the case of sinc pulses, TE was defined as the time
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interval from middle of the SPSP pulse to acquisition of the spiral origin3. High-order
shimming was performed prior to all the experiments. For the SPSP pulses, the z gradient
waveform was shifted backward by 150 µs to compensate for the delay between the RF
and gradient channels. Images were reconstructed using the off-resonance-compensated
CP method [15].
6.6.1 Imaging the SPSP excitation pattern
First, we imaged the patterns excited by our SPSP pulses to verify that the pulses ac-
tually produced the desired SPSP responses. We used a pulse sequence commonly found
in the SPSP pulse design literature [49, 61, 63]. The SPSP pulse was played out with
the RF magnitude and phase channels. The oscillatory z gradient was applied to one of
the transverse-plane gradient channels (Gy), while a constant gradient was applied to the
other (Gx). This constant gradient simulated a frequency offset axis. Afterwards, a slice-
selective 180-degree pulse was applied in the third dimension (z). It was followed by a
spiral-out readout that acquired the image. The sequence’s parameter values were as fol-
lows: Gx = -0.00575 G/cm, mapping the x-dimension FOV of 20 cm to a spectral FOV of
500 Hz. The oscillatory gradient waveform, played on Gy, was scaled to have maximum
amplitude at 0.6 G/cm (4 G/cm in original design). It mapped the y-dimension FOV of
20 cm to a slice-select-direction FOV of 3 cm. As a result, the SPSP pattern was “mag-
nified” along the slice-select direction so that the through-plane phase variations could be
clearly observed. The other parameter values were as follows: acquisition matrix size =
128× 128, number of spiral interleaves = 8, TE = 20 ms, TR = 1 s, and thickness of slice
excited by the 180 pulse was 1.5 cm.
The acquired images provided evidence that the pulses succeeded in creating SPSP ex-
3With Bloch simulations, we verified that, on average (over f -z space), spins were flipped down to the transverse
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Figure 6.6: SPSP excitation pattern of the pulse in Fig. 6.4 acquired from scanner. It closely matches the
desired (Fig. 6.3) and Bloch-simulated patterns (Fig. 6.5).
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citation patterns close to the desired one. As an example, Fig. 6.5 shows result from Bloch
simulation of the SPSP pulse in Fig. 6.4. It resembled the desired pattern (Fig. 6.3). The
pulse’s actual response obtained from the scanner (Fig. 6.6) closely matched the simulated
response in both magnitude and phase. Fidelity of the acquired SPSP pattern suggests that
the pulse was indeed properly designed and played out in the scanner. SPSP responses of
other pulse designs were also imaged, showing good resemblance to their corresponding
desired and simulated patterns.
6.6.2 Signal recovery in phantom
Reassured that the SPSP pulses excited the correct patterns, we proceeded to test signal
recovery on the water phantom. To emulate the magnetic field distortion in the human
head, a small piece of ferromagnetic metal (half piece of staple) was attached to the phan-
tom surface inferior to the imaging plane through isocenter (z = 0). After high-order
shimming, we estimated field maps from two sets of GRE images of 1-mm thin slices,
which were acquired with a slight TE difference [90]. Fig. 6.7 (upper left) shows the field
map through iso-center, revealing significant field inhomogeneity at the phantom region
superior to the metal. With field maps acquired for contiguous 1-mm slices, through-plane
field gradient map (Fig. 6.7, lower left) was estimated via through-plane linear regression.
Its maximum amplitude was around -0.02 G/cm, comparable to that typically measured in
the inferior brain at 3 T. Resemblance of the field and gradient maps suggested strong cor-
relation between the two quantities, as confirmed by the scatter plot (Fig. 6.7, right). The
correlation was not only strong, but also appeared linear with an offset. This experimental
setup provides a good venue where the correlation assumption is valid for testing signal
recovery.
We first obtained a baseline signal loss image using a GRE sequence with a conven-
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Figure 6.7: Left: field and through-plane field gradient maps of the imaging plane in the phantom experi-
ment. Right: scatter plot reveals strong linear correlation between the quantities.
tional sinc pulse. The sinc pulse was 3.2 ms long, Hanning-windowed, and selective for
a 5-mm slice with flip angle of 30 degrees. TE = 30 ms. TR = 1 s. For data readout,
we used 16 spiral-in-out [28] interleaves for a 24 cm FOV and matrix size of 256 × 256.
The high number of spiral interleaves minimized phase error during readout caused by
field inhomogeneity, whereas the fine in-plane resolution reduced the effect of in-plane
dephasing. As a result, through-plane dephasing was isolated as the dominant cause of
signal loss. Fig. 6.8a shows the acquired image, with complete signal loss at the region
where the through-plane field gradient had high magnitude.
Subsequently, we attempted to recover the lost signals with an SPSP pulse. While all
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the parameters in the GRE sequence remained unchanged, the sinc pulse was replaced
by an SPSP pulse. Amongst the eleven SPSP pulses that we designed with different α
values, the 11.48-ms pulse designed with α = −2 × 10−4 G/cm/Hz, shown in Fig. 6.4,
was the most effective in recovering the signal loss (6.8b). The almost complete recov-
ery suggested that the pulse was highly effective in precompensating the through-plane
dephasing. Matching of the phantom outline in the SPSP and sinc images suggested that
slice selection by the SPSP pulse was accurate. On the other hand, intensity of voxels
away from the loss region remained mostly unaffected, without regard to the SPSP pulse
in use.
In realistic fMRI studies, it is impossible to use 16 interleaves and large matrix size of
256 × 256, because of the forbiddingly high cost in temporal resolution. Therefore, we
tested the effect of the SPSP pulse in a standard single-interleave spiral-in-out GRE se-
quence, with matrix size of 64 × 64. All other imaging parameters remained the same as
in the high-resolution case. Fig. 6.8c shows the image acquired with the sinc pulse. At the
phantom region superior to the attached metal, the image was marred by distortions caused
by phase error during readout and signal loss due to in-plane dephasing, in addition to sig-
nal loss due to through-plane dephasing. With the chosen SPSP pulse (α = −2 × 10−4
G/cm/Hz), the overall image artifact was significantly mitigated (Fig. 6.8d). Although the
SPSP pulse was incapable of (because it was not designed for) counteracting the phase
error during readout and in-plane dephasing, precompensation of the through-plane de-
phasing was effective in improving the overall image quality.
Unlike 3DTRF pulses, we found that the SPSP pulses could recover signals effectively
even when frequency offsets were as high as 150 Hz (results not shown), or when there
were multiple regions of signal loss. To simulate signal loss on slices proximal to both
the middle ear air spaces and sinuses in the human head, two more pieces of metal were
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Sinc, 256x256, nl=16 SPSP, 256x256, nl=16
Sinc, 64x64, nl=1 SPSP, 64x64, nl=1
a b
c d
Figure 6.8: Signal recovery on phantom attached with a piece of metal on its inferior surface. a: using a
GRE sequence with a sinc pulse, signal loss occured where the field was distorted. Because
of the high image resolution and number of interleaves (nl), the loss was predominantly caused
by through-plane dephasing. b: with the same sequence using the SPSP pulse in Fig. 6.4, the
loss was almost completely recovered. c: acquired with a single spiral-in-out interleave and
low resolution, the image suffers from in-plane dephasing and phase error during acquisition in
addition to through-plane dephasing. d: precompensation of the through-plane dephasing using
the SPSP pulse significantly improved the overall image quality.
attached to the inferior surface of the phantom. They were identical to the first piece
attached, and resided at approximately the same distance from the imaging plane. After
performing high-order shimming again, the previous experiment was repeated using the
same sequences with the sinc and SPSP pulses.
Fig. 6.9a shows the image acquired using the spiral-in-out GRE sequence with sinc
pulse (16 spiral-in-out interleaves, matrix size = 256 × 256). As expected, three regions
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of signal loss appeared in the image close to the attached metal pieces. Using the same
sequence with the chosen SPSP pulse (α = −2 × 10−4 G/cm/Hz), the loss regions were
simultaneously recovered, as shown in Fig. 6.9b. The almost complete recovery suggested
that the pulse was highly effective in precompensating the through-plane dephasing, even
when it occurred in multiple regions.
As before, we tested the SPSP pulse with a standard single-interleave spiral-in-out GRE
sequence, with matrix size of 64 × 64. All other imaging parameters remained the same
as in the high-resolution case. Fig. 6.9c shows the image acquired with the sinc pulse. The
artifacts in the one-metal-piece image (Fig. 6.8c) now appeared at three distinct regions.
Application of the chosen SPSP pulse precompensated the through-plane dephasing, and
led to simultaneous artifact reduction at all three regions (Fig. 6.9d).
6.6.3 Signal recovery in human
The goal of the human experiment was to test SPSP recovery method in the human
head, in which the field variations were more complex than in the homogeneous water
phantom. The same collection of precomputed and stored SPSP pulses (designed with
different α values) were prepared for signal recovery attempts. For both the sinc and
SPSP pulses, we used the same GRE sequence as in the phantom experiment, with the
same parameter values. Field maps and through-plane gradient maps were estimated in
the same way as in the phantom case.
Fig. 6.10 (upper left) shows the field map of an axial slice through the inferior brain.
The field at the anterior brain region, superior to the sinuses, was highly distorted. As in
the phantom case, the corresponding through-plane field gradient map (lower left) shows
that significant through-plane dephasing occurred at the same anterior region. Linear cor-
relation between the offset and through-plane gradient is again revealed with a scatter plot
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Sinc, 256x256, nl=16 SPSP, 256x256, nl=16
Sinc, 64x64, nl=1 SPSP, 64x64, nl=1
a b
c d
Figure 6.9: Unlike 3DTRF pulses, the SPSP pulses could recover signal loss at multiple image regions. a:
using a GRE sequence with a sinc pulse (16 interleaves (nl=16), matrix size = 256× 256), signal
loss was observed at the phantom regions proximal to the three attached pieces of metal. b: with
the same sequence using the SPSP pulse in Fig. 6.4, the loss was almost completely recovered.
c: acquired with a single spiral-in-out interleave and low resolution, the image suffered from
in-plane dephasing and phase error during acquisition in addition to through-plane dephasing. d:
Precompensation of the through-plane dephasing using the SPSP pulse significantly improved
the overall image quality.
(right). However, compared to the phantom case (Fig. 6.7), there are significantly more
outliers away from the correlation axis. They correspond to the fraction of brain regions
where the correlation assumption is invalid (e.g., the latero-anterior regions next to the
major site of off resonance).
Amongst the eleven SPSP pulses we computed, the 12.99-ms pulse designed with
α = −2.5 × 10−4 G/cm/Hz (Fig. 6.11) was the most effective in precompensation. Fig-
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Figure 6.10: Left: field and through-plane field gradient maps of the imaging plane in the human experiment.
Right: scatter plot reveals linear correlation between the quantities.
ures 6.12a,b show the high-resolution GRE images acquired using sinc and SPSP pulses,
respectively. As discussed in the phantom experiment, due to the high resolution and num-
ber of readout interleaves, through-plane dephasing was isolated as the sole contributor to
the signal loss in the sinc case (a). The almost complete recovery with the SPSP pulse (b)
demonstrated that the pulse was very effective in through-plane phase precompensation.
Matching of the brain outline with that acquired with the sinc pulse suggested that slice
selection was accurate with the SPSP pulse.
Unfortunately, the SPSP pulse ceased to be beneficial when it was installed in the stan-
dard low-resolution, single-interleave sequence (Fig. 6.12c,d). In this case, field inhomo-
geneity at the anterior site led to rampant in-plane dephasing and acquisition phase error
as well as through-plane dephasing. As a result, when the SPSP pulse was used, recovery
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Figure 6.11: The SPSP pulse designed with α = −2.5 × 10−4 G/cm/Hz, accompanied by its oscillatory z
gradient (upper panel). This pulse was deployed in the human experiment (Fig. 6.12).
in the through-plane direction was veiled by the loss caused by the other problems. The
artifact at the anterior brain remained unresolved.
Notice, also, the signal level at the posterior brain was slightly reduced (Fig. 6.12b,d)
whenever the SPSP pulse was applied. This observation can be explained in terms of
violation of the correlation assumption – the negative frequency offsets at the posterior
region was not accompanied by positive through-plane gradient values (Fig. 6.10, left) as
assumed in Eq. 6.3. As a result, through-plane phase variation was inappropriately created
there, causing the signal loss that we observed.
6.7 Discussion
In this chapter we have explored a novel approach to precompensate through-plane
dephasing for signal recovery. The method relies on the assumption that at each slice loca-
tion, resonance frequency offset can serve as a good indicator of through-plane dephasing.
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Sinc, 256x256, nl=16 SPSP, 256x256, nl=16
Sinc, 64x64, nl=1 SPSP, 64x64, nl=1
a b
c d
Figure 6.12: Signal recovery in the inferior human head. a: using a GRE sequence with a sinc pulse (16
interleaves (nl=16), matrix size = 256 × 256), signal loss was observed at the anterior region
above the sinuses. b: With the same sequence using the SPSP pulse in Fig. 6.11, the loss
was almost completely recovered. c: acquired with a single spiral-in-out interleave and low
resolution, the image suffered from in-plane dephasing and phase error during acquisition in
addition to through-plane dephasing. d: precompensation of just the through-plane dephasing
using the SPSP pulse failed to improve image quality.
Specially designed 2D SPSP pulses exploit such correlation to create through-plane prec-
ompensatory phases, with variation rate being function of frequency offset. A collection of
these SPSP pulses (designed with different parameter values) can be computed and stored
prior to the fMRI study. Based on field maps acquired online or from training data, or pos-




The SPSP signal recovery concept was proven in phantom and human experiments.
First we successfully verified on the scanner that the pulses produced the desired SPSP
responses. Afterwards, we demonstrated that the method was very effective in through-
plane phase precompensation, in both phantom and human head. For images in which
through-plane dephasing was isolated as the sole contributor to signal loss, the SPSP
method achieved almost complete recovery. Recovery was successful even when there
were multiple signal loss regions, or when frequency offsets were high (> 150 Hz). It rep-
resents a major step forward in signal recovery efficacy relative to the 3DTRF method. For
single-interleave, low-resolution phantom images distorted also by in-plane dephasing and
readout phase error, through-plane precompensation was effective in improving the overall
image quality in the phantom case. However, in our human experiment, recovery in the
through-plane direction was veiled by artifacts caused by the other problems originating
from the inhomogeneous field.
The novel SPSP signal recovery mechanism is groundbreaking, not just because of its
improved signal recovery efficacy, but also because it allows the cumbersome pulse com-
putation to take place offline prior to the fMRI experiment. It saves the waiting time for
pulse computation amid the fMRI study. This feature is important, because it eliminates
the demanding hardware (fast computer) and software (efficient implementation) require-
ments for fast online computation such as in the 3DTRF case. It also avoids the potential
problem of field pattern changes in between field map measurement and pulse deployment.
Another advantage of the SPSP pulses, compared to 3DTRF pulses, is a reduction in
temporal resolution cost in the fMRI study. For given signal recovery efficacies, the SPSP
pulses are shorter than 3DTRF pulses. For example, the 3DTRF pulse used in phantom
demonstration (Fig. 4.8) was 15.4 ms long, whereas the SPSP pulse in the phantom demon-
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stration in this chapter was only 11.48-ms. In addition, because pulse power is distributed
throughout the entire SPSP pulse (e.g., Figs. 6.4, 6.11), it is justifiable to consider that
T ∗2 contrast starts accumulating from middle of the pulse (in contrast to the 3DTRF case,
in which most energy was applied at the spike close to pulse end, therefore accumulation
starts at pulse end). Because of these two reasons, the extra time needed for pulse applica-
tion in each TR is reduced. Hence, the temporal resolution penalty of the SPSP recovery
method is lower than the 3DTRF method.
6.7.2 Problems
A potential problem of the SPSP signal recovery method is that the correlation assump-
tion does not hold well on individual slices. When frequency offset is weakly correlated
to through-plane dephasing and hence does not serve as its indicator, precompensatory
phases can be misplaced – through-plane dephasing will be insufficiently or overly pre-
compensated, and spins originally in phase will inappropriately pick up through-plane
phases that result in dephasing that did not originally occur. As a result, signal recovery
will not be effective, and the image will suffer from extra SNR degradation. This prob-
lem is potentially encountered on the most inferior brain slices, which are close to (or
through) multiple air cavities with complicated configuration. There, the inhomogeneous
field varies rapidly over space, and a simple relationship between offsets and through-plane
dephasing may not exist.
It is also possible that the correlation assumption does hold well, but only within con-
fined image regions. For example, on a particular inferior brain slice, image regions prox-
imal to the sinuses may exhibit linear correlation with a proportionality constant very
different from that in regions close to the middle ear spaces. In that case, it will be impos-
sible to find a single SPSP pulse that simultaneously recovers signals at all those regions.
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Note that multi-region signal recovery was well achieved in our demonstration (Fig. 6.9),
because the metal pieces were identical and placed at the same distance from the imaging
plane. It warranted that the field distortion at the three signal loss sites resembled each
other, and hence could be tackled altogether with one single SPSP pulse.
Lastly, it is noteworthy that a fundamental limitation underlies both the 3DTRF and
SPSP signal recovery methods: they are both engineered to precompensate only the through-
plane dephasing, and they do not address the other dephasing components caused by field
inhomogeneity, namely, in-plane dephasing and phase error during data readout. It implies
that even if the pulse design methods are supreme in through-plane phase precompensa-
tion, images can still be severely marred because of the other dephasing problems. As
an example, the single-interleave, low-resolution brain image (Fig. 6.12c) could not be
improved (Fig. 6.12d) with the SPSP pulse, even though the pulse was very effective in
the multi-interleave high-resolution scenario (Figs. 6.12a,b). Sophisticated image recon-
struction methods (e.g., Refs. [16, 78]) can help to resolve these problems. On the other
hand, localized shimming methods, either passive [39] or active [40,41], target to improve
the overall field homogeneity. For this reason, they may be the preferred signal recovery
strategy, either alone or in conjunction with the RF pulse methods.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and future work
7.1 Effectiveness and limitations
In this thesis, I have explored two distinct approaches of RF pulse design for signal
recovery in T ∗2 -weighted fMRI – an advanced version of the original 3DTRF method, and
a novel method using SPSP selective excitation. In phantom and human experiments, both
methods were demonstrated to be effective in through-plane phase precompensation, and
hence capable of recovering signal loss. The experiments also provided evidence that the
pulses selectively excited slice volumes with good accuracy.
Nevertheless, the signal recovery methods have their limitations. First, they are both
unable to provide satisfactory signal recovery in the most inferior slices very close to (or
through) the air cavities. There, the magnetic field is so severely distorted that the design
methods cannot accommodate. For 3DTRF pulses, the fatal problem in that region is
the high frequency offset magnitude. High offsets are difficult, if not impossible, for the
iterative design to counteract toward achieving the desired pattern. The rapid in-plane field
variations there are also detrimental because the in-plane dimensions are phase-encoded
with the EV trajectory. For the SPSP pulses, the rapid field variations in the inferior
brain lead to violation of the correlation assumption that signal recovery relies on, causing
ineffective recovery and extra signal loss.
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The second limitation is inherent to the very concept of phase precompensation that
underlies both pulse designs. The methods are engineered to precompensate only the
through-plane component of the dephasing phenomenon. They do not address the other
components, namely, in-plane dephasing and phase error during readout (Chapter 1). As a
result, even if through-plane precompensation is accomplished, images can still be marred
because of those other dephasing components. The benefit of through-plane precompen-
sation is prominent only when those components are reduced via usage of high resolution
and multiple readout interleaves. This issue was perfectly illustrated in the human ex-
periment of the SPSP method – The recovery effect of the SPSP pulse, proven in the
high-resolution and multiple-interleave scenario, was “covered up” in the low-resolution,
single-interleave case (Fig. 6.12).
7.2 Costs
Inevitably, there are costs in applying the pulse designs to fMRI studies. The pri-
mary cost is that both the 3DTRF and SPSP pulse designs require very large amount of
computations, because they commonly involve minimization of a quadratic cost function
comprising a very large system matrix. As a result, the designs are very time-consuming
and memory intensive. In particular, the long computational time is a big obstacle to the
practical use of 3DTRF pulses. During an fMRI session, multiple 3DTRF pulses (for dif-
ferent slice locations) have to be computed online using freshly acquired field maps. It
necessitates very fast computers running efficient design codes (e.g., code in C), or per-
haps multi-thread parallel computation that can carry out multiple designs simultaneously.
Issues in fast implementation of the method can itself be very challenging. On the other
hand, SPSP signal recovery is free of this computation burden, because the SPSP pulses
can be computed offline prior to the experiment and stored for repeated use. It allows
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use of design codes that are programmer-friendly but not optimally efficient (e.g., code in
Matlab).
Another cost is the reduction in temporal resolution of the fMRI study. However, as
discussed in Chapter 4 for the 3DTRF case, the cost is lower than that involved in methods
such as z-shimming and using thin slices. Also, compared to the standard sinc pulse, the
sophisticated pulse designs are less robust to motion that causes field changes between
field map measurement and pulse application.
7.3 Feasibility for routine use
After considering the pulse designs’ effectiveness, limitations and costs, we face the
ultimate question: is it feasible to use the pulses in routine fMRI studies? In my opinion,
it could be worthwhile, if the methods were further improved such that the pulses were
effective over the entire brain and with a higher level of robustness. Future shimming
techniques, either global or localized, could potentially homogenize the field much more
effectively, rendering the problem “easier” for the pulse designs. Coordinated use of shim-
ming techniques and precompensatory pulse designs (especially the SPSP pulses) might
prove to be powerful for acquiring functional data from everywhere in the brain. For the
3DTRF method, the computational time must be reduced so that online pulse design is af-
fordable. Lastly, the other dephasing components (in-plane dephasing, phase error during
readout) have to be handled as well. Advanced image reconstruction methods from our
group, such as the iterative reconstruction [16] and conjugate phase with spatially-variant
density compensation [78], could be used for that purpose.
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7.4 Future work
In this final section I summarize interesting future work opportunities (ordered not
based on priorities):
Enforcing the correlation assumption in the SPSP pulse design
The SPSP pulses are played out in the RF and z-gradient channels. It is feasible that
we apply constant gradients in the transverse plane (Gx, Gy), simultaneous with the SPSP
pulse, for the purpose of enforcing the offset-gradient correlation. By doing so, we can
maneuver the in-plane field variations to place susceptibility-induced through-plane phase
variations “at the appropriate spectral locations”, so that through-plane spins pick up ap-
propriate phase values for precompensation. Now, for each slice location, the designer has
to decide on which SPSP pulse to apply, and the suitable Gx and Gy magnitudes for corre-
lation enforcement. This is potentially a non-trivial but rewarding development direction.
Generalizing the pulse designs for parallel excitation
The pulse designs can be generalized for parallel excitation using multiple transmit
coils. Because of the in-plane excitation selectivity introduced by the localized coils, the
number of phase-encoding locations for the 3DTRF pulses could be drastically lowered.
Signal recovery could be achieved with significantly shorter pulses. As for the SPSP
pulses, in-plane excitation selectivity can be introduced to the original SPSP excitation
pattern, such that the SPSP response at different in-plane regions is different. This could
be beneficial for inferior brain slices within which the offset-gradient correlation varies
regionally.
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Concurrent use of signal recovery pulses and sophisticated image reconstruction
method
In standard fMRI sequences with low resolution and single acquisition interleave, the
benefit of through-plane phase precompensation is veiled by the other dephasing compo-
nents, such as in-plane dephasing and phase error during readout. Iterative reconstruc-
tion [16] or the non-iterative conjugate phase method with spatially-variant density com-
pensation [78] should be applied to reconstruct images acquired with the signal recovery
pulses. We predict that the benefit of through-plane phase precompensation will become
more prominent after those other dephasing components are handled.
Concurrent use of signal recovery pulses and advanced shimming methods
Passive [39] or active [40] localized shimming is effective in improving the overall field
homogeneity in the subject head. Recently, researchers also proposed that the linear and
high-order shim values can be dynamically updated from slice to slice [112]. Concurrent
use of these state-of-the-art shimming methods and the RF pulse designs can potentially
be efficacious in recovering all the signal loss in the inferior brain.
Acquiring BOLD signals from the recovered regions
So far, we take it for granted that BOLD contrast can be expected at image regions
recovered with the pulse designs. This needs to be experimentally validated, perhaps with
a breath-holding block design paradigm.
Implementing the pulse designs in routine fMRI sequences
The implementation of the pulse designs in routine fMRI sequences can be rather chal-
lenging. For the 3DTRF method, field maps have to be acquired and then automatically
passed into pulse design. Subsequently the computed designs have to be installed into
the pulse sequence. The sequence should be capable of deploying different pulse designs
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at different slice locations. As for the SPSP method, the pulse sequence have to retrieve
and deploy precomputed pulses, based on choices made prior to the experiment, or field
maps estimated online. In all cases, the pulse designs need to be frequency-modulated for
off-center slice locations.
Exploring alternative functional contrast mechanisms
The fMRI community should keep exploring alternative functional contrast mecha-
nisms that are not coupled to susceptibility-induced artifacts. Recently proposed contrast
methods, using steady-state-free -precession mechanism [113, 114] or diffusion weight-
ing [115], are promising ways for acquiring images without susceptibility-induced arti-
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